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‘juice’ th kes life easi Making the ‘‘juice’’ that makes life easier! 
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RECTLY and indirectly, the average steel-reinforced transmission lines across maximum personal development and 
family in America consumes more mountain and prairie alike. provide a sound foundation for advance- 

clectricity yearly than families in any Helping to meet America’s constantly ment in the organization are fundamen- 
other country in the world. The demand growing demands for more “juice” is tal objectives of U. S. Steel. Employees 
for more “juice” has grown with un- only one of the big jobs ahead for United participating in educational activities of 
believable rapidity, and it’s still grow- States Steel. There are many others. U. S. Steel comprise a group exceeded 
ing. By 1955, the electrical generating And they all call for the services of in size only by the student bodies of a 
capacity of our nation is expected to thousands of carefully-trained, technical few of the nation’s largest universities. 
reach 90 million kilowatts! specialists. For steelmaking today is a In these educational programs, partic- 

Steel is a vital material in the pro- Precision operation, as dependent for ular attention is given to the develop- 
duction of electricity. Central power success on the knowledge of metallurgi- ment of college graduates and other 
stations and great power dams are made cal, mechanical, chemical, electrical, min- technically trained men. 
of steel and concrete. Special steels are ing, civil and ceramic engineers, as upon For men who can qualify, a career 
required for turbines and other genera- the plant workers themselves. with United States Steel offers a prom- 
ting machinery. Steel towers carry To assure employees opportunity for ising future. 

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY - AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY - CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION = COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY 
H. C. FRICK COKE AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES - GENEVA STEEL COMPANY - GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY 

: MICHIGAN LIMESTONE & CHEMICAL COMPANY - NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY - OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY - OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY 
| ud] PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE CORPORATION + PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP COMPANY - TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY 

hn UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY - UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY - UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY 
UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY + VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY
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In 1793 Eli Whitney helped a growing nation take The discoveries of today are the fundamentals of 
another step in the direction of greatness. Inventions tomorrow. When you finish school, you'll find it 
like his made and keep America great. But what necessary to keep up with the advances in your spe- 
does the greatness 'of American inventors and tech- cialty. The McGraw-Hill magazine serving your 
nology prove? field will report all that is new, necessary and 

It proves that Americans are better trained than important. 

other people in the scientific and technical funda- It is not enough to know that a new process exists, 
mentals so necessary for the continuing progress or that a new invention has been developed. You 
that has kept America the world’s greatest nation. must know also how it can be made available to you. 
In America, the finest textbooks are available to all. You will find the best source for this information in 
This is the background for the technological ad- the advertising sections of your McGraw-Hill mag- 
vances that raise one country above all others. azines. 

Many of the books from which you learn your Today in school and tomorrow in business, you 
fundamentals bear the McGraw-Hill imprint. will find that your progress depends on your up-to- 
McGraw-Hill is the world’s largest publisher of the-minute knowledge of your field. And, McGraw- 
books for technical reference and instruction as well Hill will continue to serve with books and magazines 
as for advanced research and study. designed to provide all that is important and current. 

E McGraw-Hill Publications 

HEAD QUARTER S FOR TECHNICAL TN FOR MATION 

RELI nama 330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y. 
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We 1 / _ iF The Ring Test 

The ring test, shown above, is a scientific founders as evidenced by the photograph below of 

method for determining the modulus of rupture cast iron pipe installed in 1664 to supply the town 
of pipe. It is not a required acceptance test but one and fountains of Versailles, France and still in 

of the additional tests made by cast iron pipe manu- service. Cast iron pipe is the standard material for 
facturers to ensure that the quality of the pipe water and gas mains and is widely used in sewage 
meets or exceeds standard specifications, works construction. Send for booklet, “Facts About 

: Se 8 - Cast Iron Pipe.” Address Dept. C., Cast Iron Pipe 
A ring, cut from random pipe, is subjected to Research Association, T. F. Wolfe, Engineer, 

progressively increased crushing load until failure 122 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, Illinois. 

occurs. Standard 6-inch cast iron pipe, for example, 
withstands a crushing weight of more than 14,000 
Ibs. per foot. Such pipe meets severe service re- x ao. 
quirements with an ample margin of safety. y cot or use 

Scientific progress in the laboratories of our 7 -~ - ef 
members has resulted in higher attainable stand- be —_ ‘i tis’ a. 

ards of quality in the production processes. By O F i ca on be ie 
metallurgical conttols and tests of materials, cast : ys : . . : a 
iron pipe is produced today with precise knowl- | Galas Otc = a | 
edge of the physical characteristics of the iron , a, * + “eS 
before it is poured into the mold. Constant control ae a 
of cupola operation is maintained by metal analy- = “ - _ “a 

sis. Rigid tests of the finished product, both ac- Fy £ = eet. : 
ceptance tests and routine tests, complete the a8 i De 7 oy . 
quality control cycle. But with all the remarkable oe = =a 

improvements in cast iron pipe production, we do Section of 285-year-old cast iron water main still 
not forget the achievements of the early pipe serving the town and fountains of Versailles, France. 

CAST IRON PIPE tires JLEn I a CENTURIES 
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Se i The reaction of methanol with 

ary Sree teeta —o - . | carbon monoxide leads to acetic acid, 

a. iA which is a well-known industrial 

Ls sn H ty D | PONT | chemical. By the same synthesis but 

L _ substituting ethanol for methanol, 

a | propionic acid is obtained. From it 
L Ls come the ‘“‘Mycoban” sodium and 

L a calcium propionates that retard 

| , i mold and rope in bakery products. 

| FOR | cht DENTS OF | SCIENCE ANI . ENG INEERING Today Du Pont manufactures some 

|__FOR STUDENTS OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING _ a 120 different items that are partly 

rs A R B o N M o N oO 4 1 D E or wholly dependent upon elevated 

eee ee iF 
FRIEND OF MAN ae 

Thanks to high-pressure synthesis, it now leads a useful life hoe 

To the man on the street, carbon You'd hardly associate carbon mon- PF yr Way ah Bis Liars. 

monoxide is just a poisonous gasthat — oxide with anti-freeze. But at tem- e. “e (aerate | | eae! gi 

sometimes causes tragic deaths when _ peratures from 300 to 450°C. and {| \y \ wee ie I | ae 

it escapes from the exhaust of an under pressures of 1500 to 15,000 bas a Ae L ty oe 

automobile or from a poorly tended pounds per square inch, carbon mon- be “— Bs F et i * P 

furnace. oxide and hydrogen unite to form i cee” Ae | 

Outside of the chemical field, few methanol—-a colorless liquid from ae am Tg 

people are aware that, properly used, which is made ‘‘Zerone’’ anti-rust ®. j 

it is a very real friend of man. In the anti-freeze for automobiles. From —_, 

| last 25 years, during which catalytic methanol and carbon monoxide as ‘A, SAIN 8,8 HD ORE. Vl ‘ae ABE 

| raw materials, ethylene glyeol for hl PRD. Org. Yale and F. F 
| ar me er } “Zerex” anti-freeze is produced. experiment on a new method for purifying 

i oe , iH carbon monoxide. the Corde furnace in this 

/e a Plastics and Anti-Freeze opparatus operates: at . 

8 PY es Methanol is used also to make a pressures. However, the possibilities 

— dd ll | 7g) \arge number of compounds such as have by no means been exhausted. 

Poe . oe Ye formaldehyde and methyl metha- Just recently, for example, chemists 

2 DR \ crylate. The former goes into urea- have been learning how to use car- 

— ow (Cf and phenol-formaldehyde plasticsfor bon monoxide in “‘up-grading” cer- 

=. e io B nn light fixtures, radio cabinets, hard- tain petroleum hydrocarbons to give 

-_ - 8 Fee NW, a ware, utensils, and electrical equip- interesting alcohols. One of these, 

@ so 1 on | 4 | | ’ ment. The latter is the basic mate- 3,5,5-trimethylhexanol, is prepared 

ae A) Se ‘i PAGE rial for “Lucite” acrylic resin with from diisobutylene by reaction with 

i _ * ak its many uses. carbon monoxide and hydrogen. 

— | | | \, / College-trained men and women 

A i \ | Te — yg interested in working in this field at 

i | L oO lea i Du Pont may share in discoveries as 

. . py an _jeeem _—scouttstanding as any yet achieved. 
A.H. Emery, Jr. M.S. Ch.E., M.LT.'49 and _— Ve i . 
M. J. Roedel, Ph.D. Org., Michigan ’40 in- , _* (ag | Because of the wide scope of 

specting a high-pressure batch reactor taken : lt PNwerq al) | Du Pont’s activities, young graduates 

from the shaker tube assembly after a run to Vi cl . eT Hg in taany different fields have-oppor- 
make 3,5,5-trimethylhexanol. La Po ea : | a ape 

. r* | | ibe) 4 Bais tunities to select the careers that 

and high-pressure chemical tech- | | ei be | prove to suit them best as their abili- 

niques have been highly developed, . 4 iwi ties and interests develop. 

carbon monoxide has become a key- oe 1 Ns 

stone of industrial synthesis. | | ~ oS ye 

Scientists have found that under yA i 

the proper conditions of high press- A 5 . 

ure and temperature, carbon mon- ie Ma Ree-ue PATOFE 

oxide, in combination with other WONG BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 
substances, can be converted to a wale _.. THROUGH CHEMIST2Y 

variety of useful products. These or ee ee Pe 

their derivatives range from an acid ®t Steams, B.S. ChE, Yale 49 and Entertaining, Informative— Listen to “Cavalcade 
used in tanning hides to the spar- +45 checking a multi-stage carbon monoxide of America” Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast 
kling plastics in milady’s boudoir. compressor used in semi-works operations. ——— 
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E. E. 6 computing his Christmas gifts for his parents. A mecha- 
nical-electrical thinking machine is portrayed doing his cogitat- 
ing. (Artist—David Severson) Rogsert Royce JoHNson 
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Why we know this wax carton will stand up 

Cartons and wrapping papers coated with gives, for the first time, an accurate yard- 

paraffin wax have been used in food packag- stick of wax qualities which may be corre- 

ing for many years. They must be able to lated with performance in service. It makes 

withstand rough treatment. Their ability to possible the production of uniformly high 

stand up depends largely on the strength and quality coating agents. 

sealing qualities of the coating agent. Yet The Indiana Coating Index is only one of 

until a few months ago, there was no accu- many scientific tests developed in Standard 

rate way to measure these qualities in paraf- Oil laboratories. Standard pioneered in qual- 

fin wax. 
ity-testing, as it did in developing many 

Recent experimental work in Standard petroleum products that have contributed to 

Oil’s laboratories has resulted in a new elec- better living. There is no ceiling on what can 

trically controlled quantitative test. Ex- be accomplished by Standard Oil researchers, 

pressed as Indiana Coating Index, this test present and future. 

Pon, 

e 
he a 

Standard Oil Company (savao) 
(INDIANA) 
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This is the story of the dial tele- 4 _ - a Tr le : oa phone. Its history dates back to the 7 i | 6; fe 3 ft » | — 1880's. CS Be ie. vi . ie. ee — In 1889 Almon B. Strowger, a 3 _ eo aor a ” - | oe businessman, had an idea that, by a . ‘ |= ge uy rf / a arranging a metal finger on a cen- Pe a ar l getct. a | ai” tral shaft and rotating it by some 7 _ : _ cas ae a | 4 electrical means, he could evolve a ot _ _ ‘ |! we. Sk oo. | 7 mechanism that would replace the 2s _ : ‘ _ 2 : a ae Bs f ce | E manual switchboard. He visualized 7 a _ eat au Fe 7 : q his idea by placing pins around the . a 2 : se i le y | ‘| ie , | 7 edge of a collar box. The system, — : a * a é a ral | : 3 2 later to be perfected by the Auto- — . |. a 4 me Ge me De 7 matic Electric Co. of Chicago, bears _ _ _— — : 5 : on ee 7 the name of its inventor and is now a _ : _ oo f vo, 3 known as the Strowger Step by Step oo ._ i F a) a 4 L Jog 4 Automatic Dial System. 8 _ e — ! ERY | AP 4 
The Strowger system is not the : _ oe ee | all i 7 ei only automatic type of dial switch- , — : a me ne 3 One 7 ing, however. There are several, of i? wy Seca _— im eae ses as a which Western Electric Co. has de- i A i & ae. j ee et) py) L veloped two. These are the Cross- Wa ~ s P i i ES Me i : ay aa H 4 — bar system, which utilizes relays in | eis ne. i a 4 mn “If rae 7] almost all of its operations, and the Wa : : i} i} Pr? P = — a Panel. 

s ® 4 4 a ar, ‘l ; h ne pate , rs ee f i NI Pou I a E International Telephone and Tel- we) tl) iN i o/ Hd Mec = i : egraph Co. has introduced in the i c ) , i ] im 3 , ee United States a system which uses “ 5 iH w Ep et a rotary switch. This had been de- 
a\\ p a veloped in Europe before it was . wo) F a brought to this country. North Elec- 

i ae tric Co. and Leich have developed 
(photo by Miller) systems which are primarily all re- 

. . lay systems. The Stromberg Carlson The Strowger Linefinder Switch Co. has a system which makes use 
of the “X-Y” switch. It is so named 
because it travels along quadrature 
coordinate axes. 

This article will deal with the 
Strowger system because it is easy 
to understand and forms a good 
background for the study of other 

’ systems. There is considerable local 
by robert evans e’50 

art
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interest because this is the type of equipment presently in use in the city 

of Madison. 
Historical Development 

It is rather interesting to see how the Strowger system has developed 

through the years. Alexander Graham Bell spoke his first words over 

@) his crude telephone in the year 1876; a scant thirteen years later men 

were looking forward to the day when calls could be completed without 

the use of human labor. Three years after Strowger had his idea, the 

3) 100 | first automatic switching system was installed in LaPorte, Indiana. It was 

not a dial system as we know it today, for instead of dialing a number 

you “spelled out” the number you wished to call with a series of push 

@) buttons. The impulses thus created operated a switch in the central office 

which completed the connection to the called phone. In order to release 

the equipment after the call was completed another button was pushed. 

@) Prior to 1896 each switch would give access to all the phones in the 

exchange. As the number of phones increased it became evident that 

switches could no longer be built with adequate capacity. In answer to 

4000 this problem, small unit design was concentrated upon, and since the late 

° nineties the basic Strowger switch has had 100 outlets. 

©) loo In order to build exchanges, grouping and trunking methods were 

developed. In the early 1900’s some exchanges grew as large as 10,000 lines. 

The United States Government used Strowger systems as early as 

() 1893; by 1919 had more than 20 such systems in use. 

Foreign extension arrived in 1898 with the installation of a 200 line 

system in London and a 400 line system in Berlin. 

In 1904 the system was adopted to a common battery system. Before 

this the talking current had been supplied by batteries in each telephone. 

The current for the switches had been supplied at the central office, how- 

ever. In 1905 the first installation was made in South Bend, Indiana, using 

the common battery. This made possible the development of a small 

6) 100 desk size phone. 

In 1905 fifty pay stations were installed in Fall River, Mass. The 

method of identifying the coins dropped into the box was the same as 

@) it is today; the coins falling through different size holes landed on tone 

gongs. 

In 1915 the modern type switch was developed and has changed but 

(4) little since that time. This switch is pictured in figure one. 

In 1919 the Bell system began using Strowger equipment. They use 

6) 
(please turn to page 42) 
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“MACHINE DEFEATS WORLD CHESS MASTER IN TOURNAMENT AT MANCHESTER” 

hinki hine! a thinking machine! 
IS IT POSSIBLE? 

by robert gesteland e’52 

Such might be the results of activity of several groups keep it away from fire. The goal in the construction of a of engineers, physicists, mathematicians and biologists in thinking mechanism is to achieve a machine that can con- this country and abroad. The possibilities of machines that struct its own feedback patterns so they may be de- think beyond the minds of its designers have fascinated termined by the effect that they produce. 
people for many years, and recent research and develop. Actually, a larval version of such a machine has been ment has brought us a little closer toward this goal. constructed. Called a Hemeostat, it was demonstrated by Much of the background in this field has been set forth W. A. Ashby of the Department of Research of Barn- 
in a recent book called Cybernetics by Dr. Norbert wood House in Gloucester, England. The demonstration Wiener, a mathematician associated with MIT. The book took place before the Electroencephalographic Society at relates the theory and practical developments in the study the Burden Institute in Bristol on May 1, 1948. This 
of the physics of the human mind, as formulated by Dr. mechanism is comparatively simple in its construction and Weiner and Dr. Artur Rosenblueth of the National In- operation, but because it is composed of only four units, stitute of Cardiology of Mexico. 

Closely allied with this study is the work being done ‘ 
on electronic computers, such as ENIAC and BINAG, and 
other highly developed automatic calculating machines. -2V. v -I5 

The example most often used to illustrate the lines of M 
thought now being persued which lead toward a think- +150V. ing mechanism is the fire control apparatus used with | I 
anti-aircraft artillery during World War II. This sytem QTE Nt 
was capable of tracking the curving course of a plane, sw Es =e5 A 
and from this data to predict its future Position and aim I [ : the gun at the required point. This system depended | ! g heavily upon the application of inverse feedback. The » OP Nap fmm [* amplified signal indicating the position of the plane (ra- = Sifu Es Sr 6 ! G ile 
dar) was fed into a vacuum tube, and a similar signal in- 2 | ! L__! rh dicating the sport toward which the gun was pointed was i 
used as feedback into the tube. The gun was then moved Ss “We |, 1 
till the difference between these two signals was zero. Thus oe 3 € 
the position of the shells just shot are used to aim the next I 
ones, thereby relying entirely on negative feedback. | 

The human nervous system works in a way that is al- D a (x) most identical to this. For example, when a person reaches 1 gS to pick up an apple, the impulse from the muscles of his ATT s arm is impressed on his brain along with the impulse . : from his eye telling him how far his hand is from the Figure I apple. The brain then selects a feedback circuit that will comparable to a very small number of brain cells, its use tend to make the difference between these two impulses limited to: demonsteations and experimentation. 
zero by sending a pulse to the muscle to move it £9 lace The circuit for one unit of the Homeostat is shown in complish this goal. figure 1. It is arranged for the interconnection of three The simple animals such as insects have their feedback similar wnits, 
patterns set by heredity. They do the same thing the pre- The center of interest of the unit is the semicircular vious generations did and cannot adapt themselves to trough (T) and magnet (M) at the top of the diagram. 
changing environment. A baby kitten, or any of the higher The trough contains water and has an electrode at each order of animals, is born with many of its feedback cir- end, at potentials of -2 and -15 volts respectively. The cuits undecided. Thus the kitten may run towards both yane (V) attached to the magnet swings in the trough and ted meat and red fire at first, but it won’t take many burns picks an electrical impulse out of the water in propor- to set up a feedback circuit in the kitten’s brain that will (please turn to page 32) 
DECEMBER, 1949 
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UNITED STATES 

by cecil royce e’50 

In these days, Wisconsin is advertised as a dairy state. was sometimes duplicated. Consulting an authority in a 

The state has rich milk, delicious butter, unsurpassed related field was a major problem; involving much cor- 

cheese, fresh eggs and poultry—plus other dairy products respondence and loss of time. The scattered groups could 

that will satisfy any epicure, with the best of beer to go not join forces in acquiring and economically using 

with them. The state is a vacationist’s heaven, and a equipment required for the tests, so discussion was started 

sportsman’s paradise; having vivid scenery abounding by the Forest Service on a central research unit location. 

with game, and beautiful lakes and rivers full of big fish, The University of Wisconsin offered to provide a suit- 

just waiting for the “sportsman” to come and take them. able building and land, and furnish the required heat, 

Before all this propaganda was started, history shows power, and light. The offer was accepted, and the Forest 

that Wisconsin at one time led all the states in the pro- Products Laboratory was started in 1910, in what is now 

duction of lumber. This was back in the time when the Mining and Metallurgy building. This location, plus 

Wisconsin butter was referred to as “Western grease”, some additional space supplied as necessary, was used 

and Wisconsin cheese had to be sold under trade names until 1932, when the present building was occupied. 

that disguised the point of origin if it was to be sold Congress was finally convinced that a permanent, ade- 

at all. quate site was needed, and money was appropriated. 

The lumbering industry started in Wisconsin about Again the University of Wisconsin provided the land, 

1870, and reached a peak in 1900, when Wisconsin was and agreed to supply the light, heat, and power. The pres- 

the United States’ leading producer of lumber. Lumber- ent building is the result. 

ing was Wisconsin’s leading industry until about 1910, The Forest Products Laboratory and the University of 

when lumbering gradually declined. As the lumbering de- Wisconsin are separate institutions, but a high degree 

clined, wood products gradually rose to a position of of inter-cooperation is maintained. The facilities of each 

importance. Paper and wood pulp was the state’s fifth unit are available for use by the other, and personnel of 

industry in 1947. Furniture manufacture is another im- the Laboratory act as instructors in some U.W. courses. 

portant Wisconsin wood products industry. The Forest Products Laboratory is part of the U. S. Dept. 

The people in the early days were not much intet- of Agriculture, and is a unit of the research organization 

ested in conservation, but they were interested to some of the Forest Service bureau of that Department. 

extent in making the best use of the wood, and discover- The present building is a U-shaped structure, five 

ing the actual properties of the different types of wood. stories high, containing approximately four acres of floor 

Under the leadership of Gifford Pinchot, the U.S. Forest space. The Laboratory has means for testing, processing, 

Service organized various research and testing groups. and handling wood in any form from the log to the fin- 

These small research units were operated in connection ished product, such as lumber, turpentine, paper, or mo- 

with several colleges and universities, notably Yale, Pur- lasses. 

due, and the University of Washington. The Forest Products Laboratory is the only Federal 

The disadvantages of this arrangement soon became government institution in the U. S. concerned wholly 

apparent. There was no central control group, and work with the investigation of wood, and wood products and 
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their adaptation to a wide variety of uses. It was the first a 

unit of its kind, though other governments, notably the Es a 

British Empire, Norway, and Sweden have since built B | 

similar laboratories. There are some smaller units similar ei ‘| ag 7 ah 

to the Forest Products Laboratory, but they are part of A a bow me ae a i 

colleges in areas where lumber is an important product, j BE rsa ida v . ai 

| such as California and Oregon. The National Lumber aad Beat Soe ae » ao 

Manufacturers’ Association has a small laboratory near Bahan 2 mere a | ee oe 

Z ig cuit ie Rare G oss 

Washington, D. C. ae a (inde rage eer 
PF as ba A eo pect ee PEE HTX 

Stating the purpose of the Laboratory, and what it a js me ee ee PE 

hopes to accomplish, has been done very well by Mr. Oe ome ee a Oe hss oe Ne 3 ‘ 
e Log Vhs op RP Bot: fae 

G. M. Hunt. ola Le a Meee A ee YO A 

« , he Vek : ; : i, oe tara 1 Ss Pes } 

Early in the Laboratory’s history its specific aims were ee ee eee ‘ i 4 eae 

defined as follows: The purpose of the Eerste Products Typical wasteland left by the early lumbering interests. 

Laboratory is to aid in protecting and enhancing the value 

and utility of forest products. To this end the research 61 af eos . 

at the Laboratory is directed toward more profitable wood 4 » ken and From a De, ee lak J cwmatl cou 

utilization—toward elimination of waste and reduction of fone Home mie a“ ech i. Se a oe ete ot ead 

costs in logging, in manufacture, and in the use of wood tors to executive the Lae Personne bL Bteat a 

products; toward increasing the serviceability and satis- pn aay = 4 fas nb seeeatioy Neparlae ee “i 

faction of forest products to the user; and toward the Oe y whe the ‘need. TOF Me head 2% a nadie at a 

development of new and useful products from wood. While: ‘at “the: same time. going ahea vigorously with re- 

ers % : . search aimed at new information equally in demand by 

‘This work does not involve problems of growing tim- 3 ” 
. . wood users and processors in all ranks. 

ber, except in studies of the effect of growth upon wood. Th € the Lab 4th bl 

properties, nor in economic or administrative problems 4 bg the Lats the  Deeuth and ‘tas PEO ar he 

involved in the management or marketing of timber, nor ere mie we tani ve dh upon a Tate Oh hace 

in protecting the forest against fire and the hazards of The a econ " se eke. the ae ode ° we de 

insect attack and decay. The task is one of exploring dof oth actor \dunng, the war periods aw the e 

the physical and chemical nature of wood itself so as to ez ° he er nance con slat ii ae Aap ete ° 

make it possible to suggest means of using wood more emes i as:0reneNSe containers ©) amaines; ane weo a 

completely and profitably. aircraft sections, were an important item; in norma 

& . . _ times, industrial problems of general interest are consid- 

The primary job of the Forest Products Laboratory is tas ; . 
. ered, such as building codes, and improvement of build- 

research. The Laboratory does not engage in the manu- : : : 
; . ing materials. Suggestions and questions by the appro- 

facture, promotion, or sale of any commodity.— Font at : 

a . priations committee, and questions asked by Congress- 

The secondary job of the Forest Products Laboratory, ; P : : 

: ! 3 Bicol men for their constituents may be investigated. The ac- 

but a vital one, is the dissemination of the results of re- tance or rejection of a particular problem depends 
ce ce e oO! 

search. The need throughout the United States for tech. ““P J P 2 P 
. . , . upon the probable benefits to be derived from the solu- 

nical information on the use of wood is vast. The impact |. : 
‘i tion. When a choice must be made between two prob- 

of this need on the Laboratory comes through thousands ; . ae : 
lems, the one believed to have the widest application will 

be investigated. The work done at the Laboratory is not 

. i oo ] subject to patent unless the patent is in the government's 

z iy eh name, or a “people’s patent” for free use of any citizen. 

F St en The Laboratory does no routine testing, except in 

. —_ ag wood identification. Some cooperative work with indus- 

; ew ma j j try is undertaken if the results will be of substantial pub- 

4 i? A _ é lic benefit. The cost to the industry depends upon how 
ff - y dep P 

j oS : ’ .~ - the problem fits the Laboratory program. The cost may 

oS 4 1 « ' be paid entirely by the company, or if the problem fits 

n a | ie | the Laboratory program, the cost is split between the com- 

Bae 3 ' i a ; A pany and the Laboratory. An interesting fact is that about 

‘ y aos c 6 > : . 

i en | cease 5% of the cost of the Laboratory’s operation may be paid 

Bae 7, SS ia ed by industry in this way. Many times the problem of the 

he i — 5 i ee . . . 

A bo] ‘a a lelprsanteaian industry can be solved, or solutions suggested, by informa- 

‘la | a fo ae op tion already at the Laboratory. 

: | | | \ sf KA All the information that the Laboratory has is available 

4 oo ost “< ex ~ : 3 : 
% a 2 a as. to the public. All results are published in the form of 

ee Lea 3. li oF 5 whi s z 

we . mimeographed reports, and if interest is general enough 

Scientifically designed box testing machine in use in the erap P > e Bm 

Laboratory. 
(please turn to page 34) 
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Editor's Note: Another in our series of articles describing the flight engineer is the member of the crew that few jobs which may interest you. people even know exists. 
—— The flight engineer’s position was created primarily to 

Aviation has come # long: way Give, Ghat Deceniber remove some of the strain and responsibilities of the 

morning forty-six years ago when Wilbur and Orville pilots. 
Wright astounded the world by completing the first Duties of the Flight Engineer 
successful flight by man. It seems hard to believe, when The flight engineer has taken over a large share of the 
one looks at our modern complex commercial aircraft, duties and responsibilities that were once considered part 
that any one industry could grow so fast. of the pilot’s job. The pilots no longer have to keep an 

At the beginning, one man could handle the “flying- eagle eye on all the engine instruments, worry about 
machine”; and he was looked upon as a dare-devil char- cruise control, power settings and other related problems. 
acter swaggering around in the perennial get-up of a Under the organization plan as used by Eastern Air- 
six-foot white scarf, goggles, leather jacket and helmet, lines in the operation of their Lockheed Constellations, 
breeches and riding boots. As the airplane grew in size the pilots are free to concentrate all their efforts and 
and complexity however, this character began to assume skills on actually flying the airplane. This system of using 
a more business-like appearance. engineers greatly increases the safety factor in airline 

Soon the size of the planes got to the point where the operation. As one old pilot once so amply put it: “A 
pilot required assistance to fly the “iron-bird” and a co- flight engineer is the best insurance a ship can have.” 
pilot was added. With the birth of four engine aircraft The work of an engineer falls into two classes: that 
and all its intricate instruments and gadgets, the pilot which is done on the ground, and that which is performed 
and co-pilot found themselves taking a mechanic along in the air. On the ground the engineer is responsible for 
to act more or less as a trouble shooter in flight. inspecting and checking his airplane prior to each flight. 

Today the modern four engine commercial aircraft These inspections include checking to see that all the 
offers an example of one of the most complex pieces of required maintenance has been completed, and that the 
machinery that man has yet produced. To operate these ship has ben properly serviced. 
airplanes, the modern flight crew is made up of three On of the main concerns of engineers is to know if 
skilled technicians and craftsmen, two pilots, and a flight the ship he is about to fly is properly loaded and that 
engineer. Everyone is familiar with the pilots’ trade, but passengers and luggage will be distributed properly about 

Helle there - 

* ay yy > ¥ ee i. i f eco | Poe | | | rae : 

Pilots and flight engineer at their bs JJ : ae 
stations in a Constellation. i V7’ ast 

Es qi rin i 

ee ai i 
(photos courtesy EAL) : 
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the “CG” in order to maintain safe flying characteristics. Palen FE esi ings in 

When the engineer has made certain the aircraft is ready . % a. ie i 

for flight he proceeds to set up his flight plan. This con- ee 7. i 

sists of preparing a log to be kept during the trip and : _ : 

calculating the power settings and fuel consumption for ss  - 

the flight. 
' 7 — be 

Once the crew is ready to go and the all clear has been a ee oo. hd 

| received from the ground crew the engineer starts the pe or oe ee ~~ 

engines. As soon as the starting procedure is completed, as fe a re. y 

the engineer checks all engine pressures and temperatures ater © S we eee z 

to make sure they are up to normal. He then notifies ah f —_ ie rea 4 

the pilots that he is ready to taxi out for take-off. Im- i ~~ oN 

mediately prior to take-off, the pilots and engineer will : : L oo ee or lee 

run a swift but efficient power check on all the engines ee _ . 

to make sure there are no malfunctions and that the oes 

engines are delivering the proper power. 
~ - . 

An EAL Lockheed Constellation. This is one type of ship 

Take-off is one of the times that the utmost cooperation on which flight engineers are used. 

and coordination must exist between the pilots and the 

engineer. It has often been said that an octopus is the 

only living creature that could adequately perform the thousand feet. . . 

duties of a flight engineer during take-off. Along with Upon landing the engineer gets in touch with the 

some 15 instruments to watch, the engineer must sand Tauifenancet ore and gives them a detailed HEpOre Om 

ready to take over all the power controls from the pilot the condition of the ship. This report is one of the more 

as soon as he has obtained directional control with the important phases of the engineer's work as he must be 

eudder. 
ready to explain intelligently to the chief mechanic the 

Once the ship is in the air, the engineer starts what disposition of the ship. If there is any maintenance that 

F ; gs has to be done, it can be greatly expedited by a clear re- 

many refer to as the gage watching. It is at this time dich : 

that he starts his brain work. The engineer has to be ever port by the flight engineer. 

alert to the slightest indication from his instruments of Requirements for Flight Engineers 

trouble. He has to be able to interpret the engine instru- It is understandable that a position as a flight engineer 

ments so that he can act quickly to remedy any trouble just have some somewhat rigid requirements. These may 

that may arise. All during the time of flight he keeps {je broken down into two classes. First there are the fed- 

calculating his fuel consumption and keeps adjusting the ga) government requirements that must be met as set up 

power to fill the demands of his cruise control. by the Civil Aeronautics Administration. It is a federal 

At times he may be required to transfer fuel from one regulation that no one may operate as a flight engineer 

tank to another by means of transfer valves in order to unless they have passed all the qualifications and tests 

maintain the weight and balance of the ship correctly. for a CAA Flight Engineer’s Certificate. Before an appli- 

He must also stand ready to give the pilot the gross cant can be considered for this certificate he must be able 

weight of the ship and the fuel remaining and how far to pass a physical exam and be able to meet one of the 

the ship can go on this fuel. following requirements pertaining to experience: 

Along with all these routine duties, the modern com- (1) Have three years experience in maintenance of air- 

mercial aircraft has introduced a new task, that of a pres- craft engines, one year of which must be on multi- 

surized cabin. The pressure controls and instruments for engine aircraft. 

the cabin must be watched constantly as they maintain (2) Graduate of at least a two year specialized aeronau- 

the cabin near sea level pressure while the ship cruises tical training course in maintenance. 

along at an altitude of anywhere between ten and twenty (please turn to page 40) 

by charles white m’50 

flight 
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Freshman Awards A 
7 an 

by charles e. manske ce’50 — 2. “a 4a | 

(photo by Hull) tt oo i 
Before the war an annual engi- seventh grade his family moved to a4 4 * . fF | neering Award Day was held in Wauwatosa, where he found the B : 2 _ re . i i (| freshman forum. Awards were pre- scholastic competition much keener. oe ce | yo i oF sented to the top ranking freshmen During high school much of his _ oo sae 1 a ly 

of the preceeding year in their re- spare time was spent in choir and fs. Co spective engineering fields by the band work. He also picked up some Ld . es - honorary fraternities such as Tau extra cash playing in Wauwatosa William C. Smith Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu, Chi Epsilon, High’s dance band. 
and Pi Tau Sigma. The chairman of Bill decided on chem engineering Alma, Wisconsin, out near the Mis- 
Polygon Board and the editor of the early in high school because of his aisei i Rives asin keeps housetfere Wisconsin Engineer also gave talks aptitude in science and mathematics. ip oka. ‘with his Oe He a. to acquaint the freshmen with their Although his father has been in tended high school in Alma while 
Opportunities in engineering activi- accounting for twenty-six years, and living on his father’s faves. After ties. But since 1946 only Tau Beta Pi serves as secretary and treasurer of raduation in 1944 he worked on the 
and Eta Kappa Nu have resumed the Heavy Duty Electric Company farm for two years, and then enlisted their traditional presentations; how- of Milwaukee, he encouraged Bill’s fc the aim, He had decided to 
every it is hoped thet Awaxd Day interest in engineering, which he study en, ineerin before he entered will be fully seinsated next year, considered a worth while field. the service, so ie eames himself William C. Smith hice saettion fo eee ae fortunate to be assigned to anti- The winkee of Ghe annual, Taw igh sc Bil ee ene 2 ‘al aircraft electrical control. He served . consin, Dill also serves as social as imstructor at various stations Bae Ebi sascel en “alee ain chairman for Showerman House in throughout the United States. It standing freshman scholastic record the Kronshage group. was-while he’ was stationed at Aber. 
seins pee? = Willi c . deen Proving Grounds in Maryland Smith, a chemical engineer from Orrin C. Kaste . . Wauwatosa. In recognition of his The annual Eta Ka Nu fresh- that he met his Present wife. They : 4 Ppa ese Pees were married in July 1948, shortly fine work, Bill was presented with a man award was won by Orrin C. fter hh, disch d 
K. & E. Log-Log Duplex Vector Kaste. His high scholastic record of . ‘Onn, we thay _ d lif lon slide rule. last year made him the top fresh- with es ane. eat Ie = i = 

. 
r y keeps him He is just eighteen because he man electrical engineer and earned busy. His main outside activity is skipped a grade in the school he at- him an electrical engineer’s hand- membership in the Young Adults’ tended while living on Milwaukee’s book. Club. 

south side. But at the time he was in Orrin, who originally hailed from Congratulations! 

These two men were selected as 4 . Puget (photo by Hull) the top students in their respective Fr: ga 7 engineering fields, and the school is — A , ey y looking forward to further achieve- LN BS 
ments from each of them. These | | | awards will be given again next year, : | : 
and all freshmen are eligible to oo. e : pr 
compete for them; but these are | Y — : only stepping stones to further a ae) . . scholarship awards, election into the el , o Orrin Kaste receiving engineering societies, and possible 

Ss F bese the handbook award from . co — A go R. R. Johnson, president fellowships for graduate study. 
or S aa of Eta Kappa Nu. There is plenty of opportunity for é - ee / good men in engineering, and these 4 i A two men show promise of going to i 

the top of the ladder.



Alumni Not 
by hank williams e’50 

Stephen B. Severson (E’07) was Duluth. He succeeded T. B. Cronk, Calvin W. Pipal (49) is on the 

| the subject of a lengthy article in (EM’14) who retired July 1. training program for the General 

the October 1949 issue of the SER- Lloyd J. Severson (’36) took over Electric Company. 

VICE magazine put out by Cities Mr. Wolff’s position as assistant to Coe J. Rost (’49) is an engineer 

Service Co. Mr. Severson is now the General Mining Engineer of the for the Humble Oil and Refining 

located in Buffalo, New York; he Oliver Iron Mining Company. Company of Baystown, Texas. 

5 is president, director, and general Cc. E. John H. Kleinschmidt (’49) is in 

manager of Republic Light Heat and George Zeisler (’08) is Vice- research for the Marathon Corpora- 

Power Co., Inc., and Dominion Nat- President of the Henry W. Horst tion of Rothschild, Wis. 

ural Gas Co., Limited, of Canada; Company of Philadelphia. His com- M.E. 

Stoughton, Wis. is Mr. Severson’s pany is engaged in the inauguration Jerome Federer (49) is working 

home town, and the University of of a construction program in pre- in the design department of the 

Wisconsin is his alma mater: he tested conctete. Kohler Company of Kohler, Wis. 

graduated here in 1907 with a de- Phillip F. Morgan (’33;MS’35) Rudolph R. Teichman (’49) is do- 

gree in Electrical Engineering. has been Associate Professor of San- ing design work for the Link Belt 

E. E. itary Engineering at the State Uni- Company of Chicago, Ill. 

Richard Holcombe (’49) is doing versity of Iowa since September, Clark R. Hibbard (’49) is in the 

sales work for the Interstate Power 1948. Phil was with the Chicago Engineering and Design Department 

Company of Dubuque, Ia. Pump Company for several years. of the Yates American Machine 

Ray Hyink (’49) is a Research From 1945-48 he was with the Na- Company of Beloit, Wis. 

Engineer for the Cutler Hammer, tional Council for Stream Improve- Harvey E. Burkman (49) is on 

Incorporated, of Milwaukee, Wis. ment, an organization of pulp and production for the J. I. Case Com- 

S. G. Katsekes (’49) is doing de- paper companies. pany of Bettendorf, Ia. 

sign and construction work for the James P. Michalos (’38) is an Neal C. Wogsland (’49) is doing 

S. & T. Construction Company, Associate Professor at Iowa State sales work for The Alstan Company 

General Contractors of Milwaukee, College, teaching structures. Jim of Milwaukee, Wis. 

Wis. has taught also at Montana State Richard L. Barter (’49) is in sales 

Harry L. Skiles (’49) is in the de- College and Syracuse University. for Cadillac Motor Car Division of 

sign department of the Gisholt Ma- Robert L. Reisinger, Jr. (43) has the General Motors Corporation at 

chine Company of Madison, Wis. rejoined the Robert L. Reisinger Los Angeles, Calif. 

Robert J. Derber (’49) is em- Company, General Contractors, in Gale R. Reimer (’49) is doing de- 

ployed with the Northern Indiana Milwaukee. For the past year and a sign work for the Western Con- 

Public Service Company of Ham- half, Bob has worked with W. Cc. densing Company of Appleton, Wis. 

mond, Ind. Krueger and Associates, Architects Albert O. Hardrath (’49) is in the 

M. & M. and Engineers, of Santa Fe, N. M., Design and Research department of 

Henry P. Ehrlinger (’Min, ’25) for the Atomic Energy Commission the New Holland Machine Company 

was recently appointed Treasurer at Los Alamos. of New Holland, Penn. 

and General Manager of the Bonita John E. Parsons (’49) is on his Douglas E. Holt (’49) is in de- 

Mining and Development Company, way to the 124th Naval Construction sign for The Heil Company of Mil- 

Incorporated, of Silverton, Colo. Battalion at Adak, Alaska. He has waukee, Wis. 

John J. Gibbons is a Petroleum been attending the Civil Engineer Kenneth H. Ladd (’49) is in the 

Engineer for the Shell Oil Company. Corps Officers School at Port design department of the Singer 

He was recently sent to Centralia, Hueneme, Calif., and the Chemical Manufacturing Company of South 

Ill. Warfare and Radiological Safety Bend, Ind. 

Julian D. Conover (EM’21) is School in San Francisco. Russell Pipkorn (’49) is a devel- 

Secretary of The American Mining Ch.E. opment engineer for the Cleaver 

Congress. Harold J. Patneaude (49) is on Brooks Company of Milwaukee, 

Marion Harbaugh (’23) is Secre- the training program of the Allen- Wis. Russ was formerly a feature 

tary of the Lake Superior Iron Ore Bradley Company of Milwaukee. writer on the WISCONSIN ENGI- 

Producers Association. : Glenn W. Huebner (’49) is on the NEER. 

J. F. Wolff (EM’11) was recently technical supervisor’s staff of the Benjamin D. Thomas (’49) is in 

made General Mining Engineer for Anaconda Wire and Cable Company production work for the Chrysler 

Oliver Iron Mining Company of of Marion, Ind. Corporation of Detroit, Mich. 
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] N by fred m. kohli e’50 
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eg be tickets admitting one couple to 
— es the St. Pat’s dance on March 17, . ota 1950, 

.. > | r FALL SMOKER 
7 oe hs a ry = Comedy, music, door prizes, ciga- 

ty, ae " RN : a ~ J rettes and beer were merely the side- 
e . © oF at fj lights of the Fall Engineering Smok- 

f y N APE EEE a ae er, sponsored by Polygon Board on 
~ November 2. The principal speaker 

of the evening was Mr. E. H. Bur- 
ners, senior partner of Fuller, Sho- 

BEARDS, BEARDS, BEARDS—AND MORE BEARDS! ber, Burners, Safford and John, the 

Green Bay architects who designed 
The first stubble of the season will spectrum analyzers, and calipers for the new Engineering building. Mr. appear January 3, 1950, on the 14 measuring the radius of curvature Burners presented slide and an in- assorted chins of Polygon Board. will be used. teresting explanation of the building 

Although not eligible for competi- 4 i, Beco d plans and the problems encountered tion, each Polygon member has OREM SerUICe 10 beard-growing en- in designing the building. pledged to grow a beard in an all- gineers’ is being offered by Polygon Bob Peterson, popular master of . Board this year. Polygon members will : rae . out effort to encourage the biggest sae a : ceremonies whose sideline is electri- crop of beards ever assembled on willingly devote their time 10 arguing cal engineering, introduced a varied ; ‘ on the behalf of any engineer whose _ : we the Wisconsin campus. sa ns program consisting of: Sid Wright, / little woman” might be so uncoopera- batitehe; accompanied b John 
By growing a beard you will help tive as to try to stop him from growing ° .. P ro elect your candidate for St. Pat. a Beard. Toussaint; Charles Jellison, come- Points will be given for the number dian and pianist; and Doc Edmun- of beards on the same basis as the ST. PAT BUTTON DESIGN son, popular mimic who rendered number of tickets and buttons sold. CONTEST such old favorites as “Chloe” and 

. Attention all potential draftsmen, the “Sow Song.” 
Beards may be started at any time artists and persons interested in Five door prizes were presented to WITH ONE EXCEPTION. Those COLD CASH! Entries in the St. the lucky number-holders by Keith Persons competing for the longest Pat Button Design Contest will be Jensen, program chairman. ee cleanshaven on accepted between December 1, 1949 The starting dates and rules of 

. and January 6, 1950. All designs the St. Pat Button Design Contest The tentative plans are to award must be drawn on white cardboard 
prizes for the best, longest, curliest, and must be six inches in diameter. thickest, best colored, and most orig- There must be no name or identifi- __ Keith Jensen and Bob Peterson relax- inal beards, esil , . ing after the award of the five door cation on the front to insure im- Prizes at the Polygon Smoker on No- The judging, as in past years, will partial judging. vember 2. 
be done by a bevy of Badger Beau- The designs may be turned in phate be Beligraph) ties. However, the judges’ decisions through your organization’s Polygon 
will be based on preliminary scien- representative. The winning design 
tific measurements taken shortly be- will appear on the 1950 St. Pat but- 
fore the end of the contest. The tons, and will bring an award of $15 nnn : ’ 7 best obtainable precision instruments to the designer. The awards for the 4 a ps Aa 1 such as vernier scales, micrometers, second and third best designs will @y = : | J 

|



and the Beard Growing Contest PI TAU SIGMA caught without his pledge badge. 

were announced by Fritz Kohli, con- The following men were initiated oe 

test chairman. into Pi Tau Sigma, honorary me- Tn addition, the pledges competed 

chanical engineering fpiteeRi@y at with mental and technical skills for 

CAMPUS CARNIVAL , ee e vs the $5 prizes awarded for the best 

x . its fall initiation banquet, Novem- 
Hey, hey, come in and see your baz 30: plaque and the best 1,000-word 

own voice,” cried the man in the essay. Don Jarosh, Bob Cattoi and 

checkered. vest in front of the Poly- Rel Beriog di ihe. Mesaiety Bob Johnson, the contest judges, 

gon Engineering Arcade. Del Borden De We Rucss awarded the prizes to Don F. Miller 

Bob Wilson, the barker, was re- FT. Coldwell C.D. Srothman for the best plaque, and Bert Erick- 

ferring to the oscilloscopes that were Wi RecGehe eae son for the best essay. 

connected to tape recorders. Mar- Fifi Bie The fall initiation was held at 

shall Hughes and Leonssd Snyder The apeskerwas Mr. FM. Young, TPP Conny Rut Wend, hea 
AIEE operated. this section of the president, of the ‘Young Radiator comer » Kure sad head 

Company, Racine. of the Engineering Experimental 

Arcade. Station, introduced the guest speak- 

A special attraction, designed for TAU BETA PI et, Mr. Charles M. Wilson, director 

| the booth by Dick Pieri, was a pho- Those fellows running around the of the State Crime Laboratory, who 

toelectric shooting gallery. The 

sharpshooting customers fired an 

“electric ray” gun at a phototube 

concealed in a clown’s tooth. Each 
? 

successive bull’s eye was rewarded i - « i j . 

by a glimpse at a more “revealing” th iy. ; é 

picture. 
ec T 7 | oe ce 

Souvenirs were made before the i i J 4 ae cet D E 

patrons’ eyes by Clyde Plaskett, l : . ’ op ie A R C A 

Dave Sands, Jim King and Jim t | FER ( G: ; 

Spindler from AIChE. The process fa a NLL " pM pe iii 

consisted of molding bakelite and ; 1% kat aan cot 

lucite around coins or keepsakes. |i Ko 

The booth was erected by mem- / / ad 

bers of Polygon Board under the 
y 

direction of Committee Chairman 
; 

Carl Dralle. 
. f 

SPECIAL INVITATION my Pay ove 

All engineers are invited to attend - @ a ‘ : (ij Pr 

the AIChE meeting on December a. i . ‘ Np ae 

15. Dr. Ralph Lee of General Mo- Go aA i 4. = NAMA) { . 

tors will present a talk of vital inter- ag H — a me | Vue Ss 4 

est to all engineers, entitled “Human 
(photo by Mitchell) 

Engineering.” Bob Wilson and the Polygon Booth at Campus Carnival. 

Look for the meeting announce- 

ments in the engineering buildings 

for the time and place of the meet- engineering buildings last month spoke on “Methods of Crime De- 

ing: sporting maroon and white ribbons tection.” 

were not the umpteenth prize win- 

CHI EPSILON ners in a stock show, but were Tau Jes be tuembere are: 

Chi Epsilon, honorary civil engi- Bate pledges wearing the traditional thai, “Donal. Bont. cai Bert kek: 

neering fraternity, has elected the badges of pledgeship. Arthur AL Graetjen: Tite Gane Charles Ee 

following officers for the current 
eee eald We Me Pane 

school year: Wilbur Holley, presi- These pledges were busy carrying Pred tie’ Ch Henge, Damald W. Retr. Cane we 

dent; Leonard Guth, vice-president; out projects designed to bring their Bee ae inet Gs lakes Miata Belle Jee 

Robert Craig, secretary-treasurer; sterling qualities to the surface. Hite Theatre J. iti, Lyset Oc bintye tion tes 

Donald Near, corresponding secre- Each pledge carried an available Row Welw Ge 2 ole SEK Bone Sonn 

tary; and Arthur Broshot, associate supply of cigarettes for the pleas- a Fee ea eee ears 

editor of the Transit, the national ure of the actives, and was subject aan Pare et G. Habe Eran 

magazine of Chi Epsilon. to a ten cigarette fine for being aire jipleae Nan to page aly ons 
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R. K. Ausbourne and B. J. Norris operating the electronic analog computer. 

It is surprising what a little snooping will do! While In this era the working model has become a bottleneck 
poking our noses into the various room of T-23 and T-24 in production. The engineer’s solution to this problem, looking for a subject of potential interest to “Wisconsin Engi- and his key to high speed production, is the electronic 
necr” readers, we found the most activity centered about a new analog computer , 
instrument — the electronic analog computer. The efforts of 8 P . 
no less than half a dozen individuals were found to be con- An analog computer employs a system whose known centrated on this newest addition to the engineering depart- characteristics can be made analogous to those of the un- 
ment, and the enthusiasm of these individuals convinced us . . 5 5 * Spee known system being considered; that is, the unknown is that we had our story. : . 

described in terms of the known. For example, many com- 
——_ parisons can be made between the properties of electrical, 

In the not too distant past, it was possible for the engi- mechanical, thermal, hydraulic, and pneumatic systems, , ‘ ; neer to get by with a little theory and a lot of practical *¢» voltage and pressure, heat flow and current, inductance 
: . and inertia, or friction and resistance. experience; the trial and error method of development 

predominated. It is also known that certain combinations of mechanical 
However, with the advent of the industrial era, the de) electrical elements are capable of multiplying, integrat- 

4 : > . ing, differentiating, etc. For instance, an amplifier, trans- mand for machines and processes to lighten man’s physical ? . an : f : i ; Ee former, or gear train can multiply or divide; an automobile load became increasingly difficult to satisfy by this time- . . 2 consuming method. More emphasis was placed on theo- speedometer or resistor-condenser can integrate. It is these 
retical dea ing board” design from which a working facts which form the foundation upon which modern com- e or WL m. 

i uters are built. model could be constructed. This method worked very P 
well up to our present era, an era of revolution in tech- Because of the versatility, compactness and high speed 
nology. operation made possible by electrical analogies, the elec- 

by noel hogue e’50 and robert cattoi e’50 
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tronic analog computer has been one of the most widely Examination of the equation shows that the mathemati- 

developed types of computers. cal operations to be performed are integration, multipli- 
These computers consist essentially of a series of ampli- cation, and addition. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of 

fiers and associated circuit elements arranged so as to pet- the computer set up for solving this equation. Each of the 

form various mathematical operations. These operations blocks represents one of the three main units of the com- 

are restricted to linear functions only. However, many puter—an integrator, an added, and a multiplier. These 
problems encountered in practice are of a linear type so are designated in the diagram as f (integrator), & (adder), 

that this computer finds wide application. and X (multiplier). In the lower right corner of Fig. 3, 
The information which is fed into the computer is in a series of such units is shown connected together to solve 

the form of a voltage whose magnitude represents the , 

independent variable in a physical system to be investi- 

gated. The dependent variables are also in the form of 
voltages, the instantaneous magnitudes of which represent x" x! x 

the prescribed variables. It is merely necessary to break es © 

into the circuit at the proper point to investigate any un- 

known since the information is produced continuously. 

The first step in the operation of the computer is to Mx" 

obtain a set of equations which completely describes the : 

operation of the system under study. These equations then “Ke 
make it possible to set up a block diagram for the problem 
in which each block represents a unit in the computer 

which is to carry out a specific mathematical operation. 4 £04) 
When this has been accomplished, the computer may be 

connected up according to the diagram and the solution Figure 2 

obtained. 

For instance, consider a simple problem in which one a similar problem. Great flexibility is offered in this par- 

end of a coil spring is subjected to a force which varies ticular computer since each operational unit is separate, 

with time. Suppose that a body of mass “M” is suspended making it possible to interconnect any number of them 
from the other end and that viscous damping is applied - ;, any desired order. 

through a dash Pot arrangement, as shown in Big. 1. The It will be noted that the diagram in Fig. 2 forms a 
force equation for this system is: nn & : ‘ 

closed loop; this is a requirement except in a very few 
f(t) = MX” + KX’ + KX cases. The computer is then connected up according to this 

where X is the displacement at any instant and X’ and diagram and actuated by applying a suitable function f(t). 

X”, respectively, are the first and second derivatives of An oscilliscope may be used to view the acceleration, 

displacement with respect to time. In order to set up the velocity, and displacement by connecting into the circuit 

computer, it is convenient to write the equation in the form: at points 1, 2, or 3, respectively. In this way the solution. 

£(t) KX’ KX MX” appears as a stationary plot on the oscilloscope screen and 
may easily be photographed if a permanent record is 

desired. 

The great advantage of such an arrangement is that the 

Fhe effect of changing any physical constant in the system 

being studied may be observed instantaneously by the mere 

twist of a dial. 
For instance, the effect on displacement, acceleration, or 

velocity by varying the stiffness of the spring in the prob- 

lem just considered may be observed directly by varying 

Folek the dial setting of the multiplier unit which represents the 

spring constant Ks, 

This procedure is quite similar to the use of indicator 

diagrams in the study of engines. It is apparent that the 

choice of optimum valves is greatly expedited; cut and try 

FeKe methods are eliminated. 

Although each variable is plotted against time by the 

computer, oscillographical viewing makes it possible to 

plot any variable against any other by introducing one 
Femx" into the horizontal amplifier and the other into the vertical 

amplifier. Time is thus eliminated except as a parameter 

along the trace. The resulting trace may be compared to 

Figure 1 (please turn to page 24) 
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Seniors 

by robert wilson m’51 

In recent months many junior and senior engineers personality — the ability to get along with and deal with 

have wondered considerably about their possibilities of people. Grades are very important especially for those men 

getting a position in the field for which they have been who want to enter research fields. 

trained—or a job at all. Outside activities indicate to the interviewer the stu- 

This article will discuss the three problems of place-  dent’s interests outside of the classroom. This interest 

ment: opportunities, personal factors employers consider, pattern is very important since the employee usually fol- 
and employer contacts. The sources of information are lows traits set up during his college years. 

the speakers from the “Job Forum”; Mr. Grover C. Neff, Interviewers are very interested in any indication of an 

President, Wisconsin Power and Light Co.; Mr. L. A. Wet- ability to write, speak, and lead, for these are the famous 
laufer, E. I. duPont de Nemours and Co.; Mr. F. F. Laf- shortcomings of many technical people. Offices held in 
ferty, Assistant Personnel Supervisor, Carnegie Illinois any campus organization offer valuable training in these 
Steel Co., and Mr. Kenneth A. Meade, Director of Tech- desired assets. 

nical Employment, General Motors Co.; and Prof. H. Summer jobs (of any type) are very important even if 

Goehring, Director of Placement. they are not connected directly with the interviewer’s field. 

CPPORTUNITIES: A summer spent setting posts is far more valuable than 

For the most part, the positions created by the lack of one spent at a summer resort sleeping. 
engineering graduates during the war and the expansion Your marital status has very little to do with your 
period immediately following have been filled. chances of getting a job. A few companies prefer single 

Many graduates will be hired as replacements for posi- men due to the nature of the work while others prefer 

tions left open by the resignation, promotion or death of married men with families because they offer more poten- 

the former holder. A few men will become part of a tial stability. 
planned expansion program which many companies have. E)WPLOYER CONTACTS: 

we Nett stated that the cleseric Power industry will a Personal contacts and family friends are perhaps the 
catch up wit present deman ‘ or engineering personne best source of jobs, but, unfortunately, few of us have 
until 1952. After this time one billion dollars per year them 

have been allotted For Sepa: . The Placement Office has tried to place as many gradu- 
The chemical industry, according to Mr. Wetlaufer, is , 6 

: . ? ates as possible, and last year managed to place 81% of 
still expanding very rapidly. The need is for technical h duati . : . 

. ; i. * the graduating class. However, it must be pointed out that 
men, especially those with Master’s and Doctorate’s. The 1 * s ; 

: 4 . : only a small percentage of companies hold interviews on 
ratio of technical men to the total staff is growing larger. . © c 

i : : ; our campus and normally hire from 55% to 60% of the 
The present high level of production will continue for : 

. . . graduating class. The balance must find employment by 
some months to come, in the automotive industry, feels cheniselves 

s i limi b , oo: : 
we Meaile. Ais: a sensalt there: will be a United. number Last fall the Placement Office, in order to be as fair 

of openings: 3 P x . and impartial as possible, asked for all 1950 graduates to 
There were not very many interviews given here this . |. ; . 

. indicate their general interest as to the type of work de- 
fall partly due to the high number of job acceptances F ‘ ‘ 

: ; sired, and to check off a number of companies with whom 
. last spring as compared with those expected. As a result, . : 

‘ : : : they wanted to have an interview. 
many companies hired men who had to be located in posi- . 

tions which did not open up until late this fall. Normally oe placement forms were then drawn up and 

these positions would have been filled by the January ™" be Sent to companiss specified by the students. The 

graduates. Another big factor was the unsettled labor COMCErR 1S requested to submit a list of men they espe 
aitaation cially want to see. Any vacancies in the schedule then will 

The number of openings this year is going to be con- be filled from the men remaining on the placement list. 

siderably under those available in the first post-war years. If any openings are still evident the lists will be posted on 

Many graduates will have to be content with less impor- the bulletin boards. 

tant jobs and those not directly connected with engineer- Many companies are interested in hiring only a limited 
ing with the hope of working into the desired position. number of men and therefore would not be interested in 

The indications are that more interviewers will be on interviewing an excessive number of men. 

campus this winter and spring than this fall — the ratio The Placement Office would like to stress that all sen- 
of interview vs. job seeker will be greater. iors make sure that their mailing address, telephone num- 
PERSONAL FACTORS EMPLOYERS CONSIDER: ber (even if out of town), and date of graduation be 

The most highly stressed point, at the Job Forum, was turned in to Room 261, ME Building, at once. 
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in charge of rectifier design at Allis- panies who don’t send representa- 

wud eae Chalmers, presented a talk, “Power tives to the campus, and the quali- 

Electronics and Its Industrial Appli- ties looked for in the job applicants. 

(continued from page 17) cations,” at the November 16 meet- The yearly AIChE scholarship 

Hebe Joke AY Keyeae, = J Niles Mower C. ing. award for the highest grade point 

Men Ferrel D.C. “Eindnee George Ke Klinges ASCE during the first two years was award- 

Sone Kebese Co Bounines TRomald Ke Fieve. JG. Two movies, “Rail Steel” and “The ed to Jesse Crump, a junior chemi- 
Van Caster, Curtis D. Strothmann, Orin T. Conant. % I A 
Donald L. Borden, Geo. F. Schuning, William Woel- Manufacture of Portland Cement, cal engineer. 
ier, A. J. Jacobson, Phillip €. K, Wu, Rona'd Bert 

ling fot ‘ed Berg. pe Ren were presented at the November 22 Business at the November 22 

ETA KAPPA NU meeting of ASCE. Following the meeting included a discussion of 

Coke and doughnuts, and two movies, a business meeting was con- plans for the St. Pat contest, and 

movies, “Touchdown Thrills af ducted by President Robert Craig. plans for a hayride to be held in 

1948” and “World Series of 1947,” At the December 14 meeting, the January. 
> : i : 

were the features of the November Milwaukee office of the United Prof. K. V. Smith of the psycholo- 

2 meeting of Eta Kappa Nu, honor- States Geodetic Survey will furnish gy department is to speak on the psy- 

ary electrical engineering fraternity. a program explaining their activities. chology of an engineer in industry, 

The following new initiates were SAE and the human part of engineering 

elected during the business session: “Your Future in Production Engi- at the December 8 meeting. 
neering” was the subject of a talk Officers for the °49-50 school 

Honorary initiate, Prof. Vincent C. Rideout; and : 
student initiates, Haro'd. Bell, Th Donald w. Dede: given by Mr. Ralph Holt at the year are: Clyde Plaskett, president; 
Ronald R. Fieve, Robert J. Fuchiek, Harry J. Kauff- 3 : : : 
man, John A, Keymar, George K. Klinge. Gilbert C. November 17 meeting of SAE. James King, vice-president and treas- 
Lamb, John F. Munson, Charles L. Olson, D. J. i A : 
Petranek, James C. Van Caster and Carl R, Wile A joint meeting with ASME was urer; Walter Houghten, secretary; 
helmsea. 

planned for the month of January. and Prof. C. C. Watson, faculty ad- 

These men were formally initi- Beer was served after the meeting. visor. 

ated on December 8 in the Memo- ASME AIME 

rial Union. Mr. Ed Kallevang of the 
- ¥ . Guest speaker at the November 8 Dr. L. E. Young, national presi- 

Wisconsin Power and Light Com- : ot eel 8 Pp 
: meeting of ASME was Mr. J. R. dent of AIME, attended the Minin: 

pany was the main speaker at the Vernon, sales promotion manager d Metall > Club’s b 8 
initiation banquet. The toastmaster ‘ an etallurgy Club’s banquet on 

. . for the John Service Company of October 27. A ham dinner was pre- 
was Mr. Bert E. Miller, director of Milwaukee h . P 

the Methodist Hospital of Madison. Mr. V Wi : . pared by the students in the base- 
ae ernon,, Isconsin, €ngl- ment of the Mining building and 

AIEE—IRE neering graduate, spoke on sales served in the foundry. 

The two electrical organizations, we, He as A thet for technical Guests among the 90 persons at- 

AIEE and IRE, have teamed up this men. he Tes sie a t te fol tending were: Dean M. O. Withey, 

fall for a series of joint meetings. nae HAUSE TUE: BER! Cy ADE DEneys Prof. George Barker, Prof. E. R. 

On October 25, Mr. Sorenson and eo company, f th Shorey, Asst. Profs. William Rundle, 

Mr. Wilerd of the Wisconsin Elec- d Somuith won wonented she ‘st Phil Rosenthal, and Richard Heine, 

tric Power Company presented a dis- pe hat was amence af Pro- Dr. Dane Mack, Prof. Emeritus O. 

cussion and movies of “Power Trans- ee es emake is, oF one- L. Kowalke, and Mr. E. C. Bean of 

mission Between Port Washington thied, OF the: Mempersiup: the State Geological Society. 

and Milwaukee.” The business ses- AIChE Asse: Peof, William Rundle and 

sion included committee reports and Prof. H. G. Goehring spoke to the AIME student members plan to 

a discussion of the proposed nation- the members of AIChE at their No- attend the AIME regional meeting : 

al consolidation of AIEE and IRE. vember 10 meeting. His subject dealt at Chicago on December 7. 
Mr. Harold Winograd, engineer with the methods of contacting com- (please turn to page 29) 

C.E. Senior Field Trip at Allis Chalmers in Milwaukee. (photos courtesy A-C) 
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S i H i hl ht 

by donald miller, m’50 

A-C NETWORK ANALYZER in machinery, or the flow of air over of the measurements in the form of 
A machine which can duplicate in an airplane wing. a graph. 

miniature hundreds of miles of One of the instruments has been It was developed in the search for 

transmission lines in vast electric shipped to the Bureau of Reclama- new phosphorescent materials where 
power networks, and solve in minutes tion in Denver, Colo., where it will it was necessary to have far more | 

network problems ordinarily requir- be used in the design of projected accurate means of measuring color 
ing weeks to solve, has been built by power systems and to determine the values than the human eye can pro- 
General Electric Company. effect of alterations on existing sys- vide. By the use of this instrument 

A power network can be simu- tems. Two others will be shipped to it may be possible to set up specifi- 

lated on the analyzer by plugging the University of California at Los cations for phosphors. As well as 

lines into the plug and jack boards Angeles and to the India Institute being sensitive to the same colors as 

is the eye, the spectro-radiometer is —_ og a ag tm LOC FY ae : : [ae te Cs YL conf also sensitive to ultra-violet light. 
7 pe Nae “atte as The instrument draws a curve 

| 4 | a oe op & ase 4 showing the distribution of colors in 
; ; | ec: a“ Le! " x a given light source in less than a 

ie ere Cp i eraolisiibomue Tete es gate. ye ie ee minute. Production of such curves 
/ (ae BRAGG VARS sank et wt " p ae a by methods used in the past required 

l Gin \at ‘Sil ars ee 7 aa eee ae 7 oN B a series of measurements and long 

| ae / Bi Dia fe of MG a me 4 Ur tedious point by point plotting. 
1 [as a) A | og Vi =] ass ¥ A/ Ot fag The spectro-radiometer comple- 
4 ao ce 7 Mee inn ig Ee a : 
q nie o::, ~ a pe . iy oh oq &é, Ui, 2 ments another color measuring de- 

i me TF ee) OF Wig. 4 aa i h . ee ye Bf ip PA es } vice called the spectro-photometer 

: in, “eaS™ | 8 WA y ro : which draws the same type of curves 

a a aa a cacy) ay) ge ‘ for light that is reflected or trans- 

ry \ piieiytoi ij L0/" I if fae 4 mitted from non-luminous materials 
a Poh Se 4 Ep 4 17" eg asd such as inks, paints, and textiles. 

hd Oy ae > fey a i \ (ZA Ss . “<< [45 Gar; RECTIFIER WELDER 
fi I i s = a 2 * 4 hey ss A d-c arc welder operating from 

‘ | 1 \ i AN MEM an a-c power system has been 
= ‘4 oo wi : achieved by means of selenium rec- 

ee + eee 7; ee 8 tifiers. This welder, having no ro- 

a eee ee tating parts, is an advancement be- 
ao) ee waits i cause it combines good d-c welding 

G.Ruae. aewotk analyzer. characteristics with the numerous 

(cut courtesy G.E.) advantages of a-c welding machines. 

to form small scale versions of the of Science, in Bangalore, India. The UIE Is VERY. simple; the oper- 
I ating parts consist of a three-phase 

real power network. Small gener- ¢ hich Its j bal 
ators representing power stations COLOR ANALYZER ean wh feu ts , a a 

send current through the simulated Millions of different colors of anced Power: toad, an a Justa € 
k d : d . Sane ee three-phase reactor of the moving- 

network, and engineers can study light beams can be distinguished by : . h k’s behavi % . core type, which gives stepless cur- 
the network's behavior at any point an instrument developed by General : 

- 5 . rent control, and six banks of sele- 
under a variety of conditions. Electric Company. . . . . 

nium rectifiers, which give full three- 
The analyzer helps determine what The color - sensitive instrument, phase power rectification. A fan 

would happen in any part of a net- known as a “recording spectro-radi- driven by a fractional horsepower 

work if new lines were added, if a ometer,” has been designed for use motor provides the necessary ventila- 

line were broken, or if the source of in comparing and recording the col- tion. The 300-ampere version is 
power were changed. The network ors of light sources. It breaks up about two feet square and three and 
analyzer can also. be used to solve beams being studied into the various a half feet high and weighs 510 

many other scientific problems capa. colors of which they are composed, pounds. Only about 40 per cent of 

ble of expression in electric equiva- measures the intensities of these col- the space required by a comparable 

lents, such as the study of vibration ors, and makes a permanent record (please turn to page 30) 
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(= . f E ; Newsworthy Notes «2 / for ngineers 
“SS 

/ 

en 

“ produces the electrons, must be a space 6/10 

i / thousandths of an inch. The oxide coating 

Ge») on the cathode must be 5/10 thousandths of 

— —y an inch—no more, no less. The grid wires 

i a AetUTAL —3/10 thousandths of an inch in diameter 

4 | 7 SIZE —must be wound around the grid frame 

q 2 one thousand times to an inch! 

ae The tiny parts would have to be made with 

ae laboratory precision. Much of the work would 

have to be done under microscopes. All parts 

. . would have to be kept surgically clean—for 

| | B a speck of lint or a trace of perspiration could 

mar the efficiency of such sensitive tubes. New 

e machines would have to be designed — new 

0 icrowaves techniques developed—people trained to as- 

semble the minute parts with utmost accuracy. 

Ly . Could it be done? Well, Western Electric 
This little electron tube is called the 416A. ‘ ‘ ‘ . 

; : is making 416A tubes in quantity today—and 
It’s the very heart of the latest radio relay . . o 

* with an amazingly low percentage of rejects. 
repeater equipment for telephone and tele- 

Telephone Laboratories scientists designed «if 4 ne ‘ 

it—with elements spaced five times closer or Co rh a. Q 

than in any previous microwave tube—and : 2 _. 4 a. wie {| 

made the first samples under laboratory 5 aN Ne Us iv : (pe ra 

conditions. u oS Let. Se 
P tae Lb gale ee” y 

Could sucha tube ever be factory-produced ie ey Ce |e ee 

in quantity? It seemed almost impossible— geet aie 

but Western Electric engineers tackled the ' ii beer s 

ticklish problem. Here’s the sort of thing ce ae 

they had to deal with. x2 AES on | 
g 4 This machine winds wire 1/8 the thickness of a human | 

Between the grid, which controls the flow hair around the grid (arrow)—1000 turns per inch— 

of power in the tube, and the cathode, which maintains tension of 60% of wire's breaking strength. 

te ——A UNIT OF THE BELL (Bs) SYSTEM SINCE 1882 -————-— 

j Engineering problems are many and varied at industrial, chemical, metallurgical—are con- 

Western Electric, where manufacturing telephone  stantly working to devise and improve machines 

equipment for the Bell System is the primary job. and processes for production of highest quality 

Engineers of many kinds—electrical, mechanical, communications equipment. 
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developed during this last war where variations of the 
Computer ae principle were used in such equipment as radar, gun sights, 

navigation instruments, and so forth. One of the first 
(continued from page 19) industries to realize its labor saving potentialities was the 

the familiar Lissajous diagrams and provides useful infor- aireraft industry. a surprising to note that not one single 
mation concerning the phase relationships existing in the airplane which was used during the last war was: designed 

during the war. This can be appreciated when it is realized 
system. cae, that in the design of a turboprop aircraft engine there are 

. The computer’ finds itsiinai tise Sncfuirmishing inférma- A. chan one million combinations of parameters which 
tion on the stability and performance of a proposed SYS" must be investigated. This would require months of ex- 
tem; but incidental to this use, it shows just how critical 

any component of the system may be. This makes it —— sia 2 scorns 
possible to assign tolerances in the constants of the system ' 
with reasonable confidence. : { t 

The computer here at the university was obtained mainly F ; . 
through the efforts of Prof. H. A. Peterson. Prof. Peter- P ; <a 
son was associated with General Electric for a number of 7 _ 
years where he was intimately associated with the design < -s ee me r 4 ) 
and operation of mechanical differential analyzers and at Ne a — A 
network analyzers. The bulkiness and cost of these larger & ea = , 

units convinced him that the smaller analog computer was de Naas ta - fi 
much more suited to general engineering research and cael oe 
design both in industry and educational institutions. Was ts Ss : 

The engineering department’s computer is one of the a ,_ 3 

more versatile types—the Philbrick High Speed Analog 5 , oo or f fanny i 

Computer. Fig. 3 shows R. K. Ausbourne and B. J. Norris sa 3 

inspecting this equipment. (photo by Hull) 

Under the direction of Prof. V. C. Rideout, considerable fag ee RSE pxwlesniog tae block diagram of a double 
research is being carried out in the electronics lab to in- 

crease the scope of operation of the computer. R .K. Aus-  haustive work by a large staff of people if recourse were 
bourne and R. J. Medkeff are at present designing arbi- taken to analytical methods. In contrast, an electronic 
trary function generators which will make it possible to analog computer can be set up to represent completely 
extend the range of the computer to non-linear functions. the operation of the engine and the required design data 

At the present time, the multiplication capabilities of obtained in a comparatively short time. This is possible 

the unit are restricted to multiplying a function by a con- because the computer furnishes continuous information 
stant only. However, B. J. Norris is designing a function and it is necessary to check only the critical values. 
multiplier which may make it possible to multiply a func- With constant improvement in the design and versatility 
tion by another function. If successful, this multiplier will of electronic analog computers, it seems certain that indus- 
be the first of its kind. Mr. C. A. Halijak, labeled by one try will come to rely upon them more and more. However, 
of his fellow workers as the “mathematician of the group,” their use is not restricted to industry; they may be used 
is using the computer to study various back-lash mecha- very effectively in classroom demonstrations to enhance 
nisms. Others connected with computer research here at theoretical material with visual proof. Thus, the computers 
Wisconsin are R. C. Lathrop and Prof. R. J. Parent. will be an invaluable aid to the engineering student as well 

The truly high speed electronic analog computer was as the practicing engineer. 
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In safe hands ... even at 60 below! 

Do You REMEMBER when winter meant storing the family with assured safety . . . throughout the bitterest weather. 
4 ino? ” toe : car till spring? Not so many years ago, a car owner’s fear This is but one example of the way the people of Union 

é : : 75 
of an ice-shattered motor was a dread reality . . . if he didn’t Carbide are helping to better our daily living. And UCC 
4 ‘ * wet 

drain his radiator and store his car once cold weather hit! stands ready to help solve other problems . . . wherever 

What was needed—acutely—was an automobile anti-freeze better materials and processes are needed. 

that would prove always dependable yet economical. One FREE: If you would like to know more about Ps S 
h * . many of the things vou use every day, send for f eating 

that would hold up under any operating temperature. That the illustrated booklet, Products and Processes.” [ia Poa 
wouldn’t foam and boil away. That would resist rust and It tells how science and industry use UCC’s Fae 

; Alloys, Chemicals, Carbons, Gases and Plastics. Se 
corrosion to the nth degree. Write for free Booklet I. ae, 

That’s where Union Carbide research entered the picture. 

The result? “Prestone” anti-freeze. Since then this product | N I oO N Ca R B I D E 

—the first all-winter anti-freeze—has assured millions upon AND CARBON CORPORATION 

millions of motorists of ever-improved driving performance, 30 EAST 42ND STREET [[@q@ NEW YORK 17,N.¥. - 

—_———uv uu Trade-marked Products of Divisions and Units include ————_________—- 

PRESTONE and TREK Anti-Freezes + NATIONAL Carbons + EVEREADY Flashlights and Batteries * ACHESON Electrodes 

SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS + PReEST-O-LITE Acetylene + LINDE Oxygen +* PyROFAX Gas 

BAKELITE, KRENE, VINYON, and VINYLITE Plastics * ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals + HAYNES STELLITE Alloys 
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Kya 

Ne Have you tried this crossing? 

CO-ED KILLED CROSSING AVENUE! How much attention dves even one life merit? Don’t 

This might be a headline on the Daily Cardinal of De- you think something should be done to PREVENT one 

cember 18, 195X. The name could be that of your girl of us from getting hurt? Such things do happen, and two 

friend, or even yourself! yellow stripes don’t mean much to a fellow with a broken 

Traffic on University Avenue is extremely heavy, espe- pelvis. 

cially during the early morning and late afternoon rush Several remedies for the situation are available: 

hours. Almost a solid stream of cars three or four lanes 1. Safety islands. 

thick flows along this main thoroughfare in Madison. 2. Traffic signals. 

Since this street cuts across a major portion of the Uni- 3. An overhead cross-walk. 

versity campus, it is necessary for those students whose Safety islands would be a good start. At least one would 

classes or homes lie on the south side of University Avenue have a place to jump when a big bus comes careening 

ee down upon you. If these islands were built in conjunction 

wen 8 with traffic lights, the hazard involved in crossing to 

: Ps la ; " classes would be diminished. 

=pr : - BS Sree * The only real solution, however, is an honest-to-good- 

a ¥ i - a 2% ness steel and concrete overpass. The cost would probably 

i 5 A a bake eae a be greater than that of the islands and the traffic lights, 

a ae hag , ay ‘ but the advantages are likewise much greater: 

4 as Pe ee CS Me Ae Ca iY f 1. Traffic would flow unimpeded. 

carr) es "qe. i 2 ro 2. The crossing of students could go on constantly 

f Vi es aA Pbk i . fd t without waiting for the lights to change or for a 

4 1 Lae 6 ; lull in traffic. 
; eae oa ae) i eae 4 ; 3. There would be no danger from traffic; one would 

iV a i s have to fall off the overpass to get in front of a 

to penetrate this mass of steel and rubber moving at high car. 

velocities. To facilitate these movements, the city has in- Jay-walkers of course would be subject to their own 

stalled concrete safety islands and traffic lights to aid risk. The University is now practically forcing every 

pedestrian crossings at nearly every critical crossing point student with a class in the M.E. building to be a jay walker. 

—EXCEPT AT THE MECHANICAL ENGINEERING Shown here is a photograph of the overpass at the Uni- 

BUILDING. versity of Minnesota in Minneapolis. There is another 

This is the only large building the University has at bridge similar to this one a hundred yards up the street. 

present on the south side of the Avenue, and it accom- The street here is also a busy thoroughfare cutting across 

modates a large number of students. their campus. These bridges are located directly in front 

Nearly every one of these students has to cross Uni- of their Union building. 

versity Avenue at a point where there is no traffic light or Such an installation would be very feasible here. Only 

safety island. one overpass in front of the M.E. building would help 

The men’s residence halls are located directly across tremendously, two would be a luxury. The cost would be 

the Avenue from the MLE. building; students by the hun- small, the possible savings tremendous. 

dreds flock across this busy street dodging cars and trucks. How about some constructive work being done here? 

Why doesn’t the University recognize this problem and The University is planning for large expansions across 

do something before someone is hurt? A great many safe- University Avenue; the new engineering building is but 

ty precautions are already observed by the University: one of several buildings planned in the near future. 

speed limits and limited traffic over the hill are but two. Something will have to be done eventually to handle 
In fact, the administration has already taken cognizance the problem of getting the student body across this busy 

of the severe danger by painting two yellow cross-walk street. Let’s start now; experiment a little, and find out 

stripes across University Avenue directly in front of the the best way to get across this busy street. 

M.E. building. R.R. J. 
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Scientists at RCA Laboratories solve exacting problems 
within the “nothingness” of vacuum tubes, 

| 

o op E ofl oy Continue your education | Inside story Cher Television wits wr nek | 
Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA | 

se « 4 , 7 : : Victor—one of the world’s foremost manu- 
Now television is flashing visual enter- speeding the production of 16-inch direct- facturers of radio and electronic products 
tainment, news, and educational material _ viewing tubes . . . at lower cost. —offers you opportunity to gain valuable, 

illi > f > le dail he “insid < » oo. well-rounded training and experience at 
to millions of people daily. The “inside To these basic “firsts,” RCA scientists a good salary with opportunities for ad- 
oy, of its ae eee “ ba ed have added advance after advance, which Saar hier incadloromier 

oO bon oh remar able tubes Ha fe these are daily bringing television into the lives ¢ Developinent‘and designof radio rez 
tubes, electrons are put to work—to per- of more and more people. ceivers (including broadcast, short wave 
form, for your benefit, the miracle of long- and FM circuits, television, and phono- 
distance vision. How you profit graph combinations). ; 

. a : © Advanced development and design of 
The s f divece-siew televisi Advanced research in television tubes is AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F 

Br conaa ape ee eee oo crue atin just one way in which RCA Laboratories induction heating, mobile communications 
receiver is actually the face of a tube—the ki ‘st t. Their leadershi equipment, relay systems. 
kinescope developed by Dr. V. K. Zworykin WOK 1n your Interest. 1 heir leadership © Design of component parts such as 
and his colleagues of RCA Laboratories—on in science and engineering adds value coils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 
which electrons in motion “paint” pictures. beyond price to any product or service s Developinent ‘and design of new re- 
A tube, too, is the “eye” of RCA’s Image of RCA and RCA Victor. coring ane fe scivieg, » hods; hod 
Orthicon television camera, which can “see” __, um, Oh, FOC E): BOWEN. CARIES: 
clearly by the light of a wateh Examples of the newest advances in radio, ray, gas and photo tubes. 7 7 

yoy , television, and electronics—in action—may be Wate {ei 6, Ravinal Racrattig. Dist 
And since you asked for big-picture tele- seen at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th aaa aa ae ees 

as oe vet. 2 " N.Y, Admission is free. Radio C. 7 Also many opportunities for Mechanical 
vision, they developed projection receivers Street, N. Y. Ad ) is free. orpo and Chemical Engineers and Physicists. 
—also a way to “weld” glass and metal, thus ration of America, Radio City, New York 20. 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 

World Leader in Radio — First in Television 
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Familiarity breeds attempt. Well built gay-decievers 

* * * May turn to retrievers— 

I think that I shall never see Strong men of uncommon restraint; 

A girl refuse a meal that’s free; But you risk disillusion 

A girl with hungry eyes not fixed And utter confusion 
Upon the drink that’s being mixed; For though they look real, they ain’t. 

A girl who doesn’t like to wear % * ¥ 

A lot of junk to match her hair; 

But girls are loved by guys like me The best angle from which to look at any problem is g y guy: 8. y Pi 
*Cause I don’t like to kiss a tree. the try-angle. 

. * * * * * x 

Conscience: Something that gets a lot of credit which 7 wre night pefore el a i ig the tower, 
reilly Belowas to cold Fase, e editor’s voice boomed out like a flower. 

Y 8 * x x Where is that story that filled in the back? 

Attention Engineers. A pinch of salt can be greatly im- We can’t run an issue that hangs like a sack. 
proved by the addition of a stein of beer. The assistant editor groaned with despair, 

* * # As he glanced in a file to find "Twas quite bare. 

: Th f th ff b: heir k ' 
“May I come in,” he said, “It’s the room I had when Te wee alle es hed Bove othe beeen 

i II in 709.” . 
. el = see ml : . - ok : The telephone jangled, and over the wire, 

‘Yes sir,” he said lost in reverie. “Same old window. The printer’s “hello” was a ball of fir 
‘ ” e w e. Same old view of the campus. Same old closet.” He opened Ther into this chaos Chuck Serasee deipped chess 

the door. There stood a girl, greatly embarrassed. As he waltzed in and said, “Can I helo out here?” 

“This is my sister,” the student quickly said. HE DIED WITH HIS SLIDE BSE GN . 

“Yes sir, same old story.” . 
* * * * * * 

Helpful Coed: “Isn’t it funny that the length of a man’s Don’t take life seriously, you can never get out of it 

arm is just equal to the circumference of a girl’s waist?” alive anyway 

C.E.: “Let’s get a piece of string and find out.” 4 x 

* * * Kiekhofer: “Why aren’t you taking notes?” 
M.E.: That girl shows distinction in her clothes. Econ. student: “I don’t have to, I’ve got my grandpa’s.” 

E.E.: You mean distinctly, don’t you? 7 , 8 4 x x 
* * * 

. Le ‘ : «ola? The Engineer ix # grea “wagavine”(?) Confucious say: “Wash face in morning, neck at night, 

The College gets all of the “fame.” (?) * * * 
The printer gets most of the money, True, the modern girl is a live wire. She carries prac- 
The staff gets all of the blame. tically no insulation. 

* * * % fe x 

Book Sal 7 °Y his book. I 
ae Saleen eng! MBBS yeu fend ens Boo . If George Washington was so honest, why on his birth- 

will do half your college work for you. 
; ler: . > day do all of the banks close? 

Engineer: “Fine, give me two. 
* * * x * * 

She was only an architect’s daughter, but she had de- A vulgar man is one who stares at a co-ed’s figure when 
signs on everybody. she’s doing her best to display it. & y' y & Play 
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Campus... 
(continued from page 21) e Science Dictionaries 

ET TENTION: @ LeRoy Lettering Supplies 
REGISTRATION FOR 

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERNG STATUS @e K&E P&E Dietzgen 

A qualifying examination for February engineering Slide Rules 

graduates who wish to obtain Wisconsin “Engineer in 

Training” status will be given on the campus soon after e@ French Curves 

final exams. The examination may also be given on the 
Marquette campus. While the subject matter will be basic, r 

the examination itself will be casi laiees and will re- ® Math Tables 

quire some preparation. 

The new Wisconsin law conforms with the laws of most 

of the other states and “Engineer in Training” registra- 

tion here will be recognized by them. 

The registrant must retain the “Engineer in Training” 

status for four years in order to qualify for registration a A 

as a professional engineer. Ther cosop Rebbe 

The registration office recommends that February grad- echnicall 

uates who intend to take the examination inform prospec- 

tive ersployers that they will not be able to report for 1325 University Ave. Madison 5, Wis. 

work immediately after final exams. 

A $10.00 registration fee will be due in the middle of This Is YOUR Store — Patronize It 

December. Watch the bulletin boards and the Daily 

Cardinal’s Slipstick Chatter column for further details . ee oo 
on payment of this fee. — 

The January issue of THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER 

will contain an article on this subject. Watch for it! aia 

KAPPA ETA KAPPA | é: If . 
Prof. L. E. A. Kelso and Mr. Robert M. Peterson were |j x 3) Q + ie Beautiful Flowers 

initiated as honorary members of Kappa Eta Kappa on a!) wi i For All 

November 5. Six electrical engineering students, Edward a\ y Fos) Fy | 

Casada, Harold Fischer, Thomas Maresca, Howard Mill- ly nie ea Occasions 

er, Robert Poetsch and Hilbert Siegfried, were initiated Ager r 

as active members. G-T 

Mr. Gerald Keppert, president of the Milwaukee Alum- ’ | 
ni of Kappa Eta Kappa, presided as master of ceremonies W A G N E R S 

at the initiation banquet. 
Officers for the current school year are: Fritz Kohli, FLOWER and GIFT SHOP 

president; Harold Cork, vice-president; Don Barber, sec- 1313 UNIVERSITY AVE. DIAL 7-1983 
retary; Clint Knee, treasurer; Charles Navratil, executive | —————————— 

board member at large; Glenn Petersen and James Maier, 

executive board directors. ; ~ ae 

Gamma chapter of Kappa Eta Kappa, the national pro- The 

fessional electrical engineering fraternity, was host to the . 

annual national convention at the University of Kansas, | Fastest Service e 

Lawrence, Kansas, during Thanksgiving vacation. an (el 

In attendance from the University of Wisconsin’s Delta 2aatl 2 ( 

chapter were: Bill Beranek, official delegate; Fred Kohli, University Ave. ae i 

Delta president; Bernie Sword, past Delta president; Bob 
Feutz, Jack McCoy, and Lon Nordeen. 

AEE IRE SNO-WHITE 
Mr. J. S. Kilby of the Central Lab Division of Globe 

Union spoke on “Aspects of Printed Circuits” at the De- CU S TARD S H O P | 

cember 7 meeting. 1425 UNIVERSITY AVE. DIAL 7-2153 
(please turn to page 38) | 
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° ments have resulted in greater power power per foot of length, weighs 

Science se. output without any increase in fuel 500,000 pounds and has a tractive 
consumption or size, and in reduc- effort of 68,500 pounds at 20 miles 

(continued from page 22) tions in the use of scarce alloys, like per hour. Geared for operation at 

motor-generator welder is needed. tungsten and cobalt, without sacri- 79 miles per hour, the locomotive 

The welder has many desirable ficing efficiency or life of parts. carries enough fuel for 12 hours of 

characteristics that are not obtain- The engines are now used in the operation at full horsepower. 

able in any other type of d-c welder. North American F-86 and B-45, the HIGH FREQUENCY CRYSTALS 

Its speed of response is almost in- Boeing B-47, and the Republic XF- The increasing interest in high 

stantaneous, resulting in extremely 91. Four will be used in the new frequencies for radio communication 
stable. welding conditions over its B-36. is accompanied by a demand for 

entire current range. The small rip- GAS TURBINE LOCOMOTIVE very thin quartz crystal oscillator 

ple in the d-c output results in some- The nation’s first gas turbine-elec- plates having fundamental frequen- 
what reduced arc blow in compari- tric locomotive has been manufac- cies up to 100 megacycles or higher. 
son with the unvarying direct cur- tured by General Electric Company The usual grinding methods and 

rent obtained from a generator. and has been turned over to the machinery, however, have proven in- 

Because of its simplicity of design Union Pacific railroad for testy adequate for grinding plates of a 

and its excellent welding character- The turbine-electric locomotive thickness of .001 inch with a high 

istics, its low no-load losses, high outwardly looks similar to the exist: degree of parallelism and flatness. 
efficiency and power factor, small ing diesel-electric units, but instead, In the ordinary grinding method 

size and weight, and freedom from is powered by a 4,800 hp. turbine, the crystals are carried in a plane- 
noise, these welders fill a distinct 4,500 hp. being available for traction tary path between two abrasive- 

need where d-c welding is desired at the rails. charged lapping plates by a thin 

but only three-phase alternating cur- In the development of the loco. apertured disk called a nest. The 
rent is immediately available. The motive, the prime objectives set thinnest nest that is practical is .005 

unit is a development of Westing- forth were: (1)—The power plant inch, any thinner would not have 
house Company. should burn economically low gtade the strength to carry the crystals. 

fuels, especially coal, (2)—Give Because the nest must be thinner 

IMPROVED TURBOJET higher horsepower output per pound than the crystal, the crystals pro- 
Design refinements are improving and per cubic foot of locomotive, duced by this method have a mini- 

the performance of the J-47, the and (3)—Have greater reliability mum fundamental frequency of 

most powerful turbojet engine in and lower maintenance cost. The de- about 20 megacycles. 

In the new grinding method the 

aner IGNITOR PLUG TURBINE ROTOR EXHAUST apparatus consists of a cylinder fitted 
oma 'e a <f,] with a plunger, the crystal being 

\ see x Z TAT “I held against the plunger by a drop 
rrr 4 2 5, 3 : 
TORR LL — P Fy so oso of oil. The unit is then driven over 

YYR TVET — i} the lapping plate, the crystal being 

NY DOT ree heat ae fh confined between the piston and 
~ | | . > u plate by the cylinder walls. A nest 

drives a number of such units over 

(cut courtesy G.E.) the lapping plate. 
General Electric’s Locomotive Gas Turbine Crystals have been lapped at the 

production in this country. The de- velopmental unit exerts about twice National Bureau of Standards to 
velopment has made it the first all- as much horsepower at the rails as 001 inch, breakage being almost 

weather jet engine for military air- a diesel-electric locomotive of com- non-existent. The surfaces are flat 

craft. parable size. At present it burns low and parallel. The limiting thickness 

The engine is protected from icing grade bunker “C” oil, but it is hoped has not yet been reached, since the 

conditions by heated parts at the that continued research may lead to difficulties of handling and properly 

nose. The heated parts include the a successful means of burning coal. measuring suc h crystals impose 

inlet guide vanes, fairings, and for- The compressor, combustion cham- many new problems which remain 

ward frame struts. Hot air is sup- ber and turbine are of in-line con- to be solved. 
plied to these parts from the en- struction. The turbine shaft drives FATIGUE LIMIT OF 
gine’s compressor preventing the both the power plant compressor CHROMIUM PLATED STEELS 
formation of large deposits of ice at and the generator. It is the power In’ addition to providing many 

the inlet which shut off air flow and from the generator which drive the Seeueative eHects chroniame sla 
‘ ‘ : # > plating 

might even break off and enter the eight traction motors, each of which is widel d oi lind 
? 2 y used on gages, cylinder 

engine to cause severe damage. drives one of the eight axles. walls, piston rin fad -oth 4. 
2 Son ll 5 7 gs, and other mi 

In addition, other design improve- The locomotive develops 53 horse- (please ‘itn io page 36) 
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The traditional way of shooting an oil well And this hole penetrates some sixteen times glass one of today’s most versatile engineer- 
is to lower cans of nitroglycerin into the hole farther than one made by an unshaped ing materials. 

and explode them at the depth where traces _ charge. You'll find—when you're out of school 
of oil have been found. Because they are sometimes used in wells and concerned with planning new products 

Now, petroleum engineers, using double- two miles or more deep, these Corning glass and processes, or changes in old ones—that 

ended glass cones made by Corning, can _charge-directors are built to withstand heavy it’s a good thing to keep g/ass in mind. 

shape and direct these explosions to pene- subterranean pressures. Then, we hope you'll call in Corning be- 

trate oil-bearing rock with a rifle-like charge. And although the eggs are hollow, they'll fore your planning reaches the blueprint 

These pointed glass eggs, with shells no _stand up under a pressure of 20,000 pounds —_stage—to learn how this material, which has 
thicker than a pop bottle, are set in the ends per square inch. so many varied uses, can best serve you. 

of cylinders of TNT and the charges are But if that seems strong to you, we'd like Corning Glass Works, Corning, New York. 

arranged in a case for lowering into the well. to point out that a one-inch cube of this 

Miraculous as it may seem, the glassege— same glass has a compressive strength of = en <4 
as it is liquefied by the explosion—acts as a___-250,000 pounds. CORNING 
gun barrel to aim the tremendous blast and Throughout industry, Corning means re- 5 

concentrate it in a thin stream. The TNT search in glass because a multitude of Corn- hi I 
charge—shooting directly outward—rips a ing developments—such as finding ways means research in glass 

hole in the rock to let the oil flow. to increase its strength—have helped make 
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° J RB ° conditions. Some settings, however, give instability in 

GULCE AGH oe e@ which case the magnets diverge from center. In this case 

inued fi 5 the feedbacks are producing vicious circles, which would 
(continue: rom age * eos : . 

tion to its Sistanee from wither ar ah the: wougli, ‘This be like driving our animal friend from the above example 
5 ‘ : ; : ay from it: timal conditions. 

potential is the negative bias on the grid of the vacuum away 2 SPEMS i. . 
tabe; Magnet (M) to'which the. vane.is attached is wound The feedback can also be controlled by a uniselector. 
with four coils, A, B, C, and D which move the vane (1 the diagram the values selected are at U and the 

» A, B, CG, a 5 -_ z 
ti 1 G.) Th t f hanism 

magnetically in response to the currents from the other MOfor cous are ) Wis 1S a fyPe © een ee 

units. The resistor (E) is adjusted so that the magnet and which when a voltage is applied to it, will randomly select 
datie. ave in the concer of the tough when che.ourpur of = ™*” resistor and/or change the polarity. The resistor 

h it i values in the unit were randomized to eliminate the possi- 
the unit is zero. oes 2 * . . 

. F * bility of building in any possible sequence of patterns. 
When the power is turned on, all of the units begin Theref h led by th ieel he feed 

reacting upon each other because a change in the position eRCTORS' MEIER “CODERONES: Dy EAE UnIselector “the: | i. ” 
of the magnet of one unit will change the output to all back loops depend on the values provided by the uniselec- 
of the other units, causing their vanes to move and react tor at that particular moment. Twenty-five positions on the » ‘ ‘ : 
on the rest of the units, like the familiar vicious circle. uniselector on each of the four units provide 391,625 pos- 

Th as 4 nirciled. however, ‘by-chanaia sible feedback patterns. The uniselector coils (G) are en- 

th te * ef ches wonsuenm mh the circuit ne potentio. ergized only when the output of the unit exceeds the value 
e values = 

. sufficient to close the relay (F). 
meter (P) determines what fraction of the input current a : 
goes through the coil and the switch (X) will reverse the When the control is diverted by the switches S-S 80 that 

lavie f th nt not the hand controls but the uniselectors determine the 
olarity of the current. ‘ z ; 

P When set! th! a. particular way, ‘the: magnets show’ ‘a hand settings, then a new feature emerges in the behavior 
> ; . 

definite pattern of behavior, and these patterns are differ- ot os AS pare the il a acting < one, ane 

ent for each constant setting. If these settings produce a of ef; Dut she unisesectors: enange: \w, enENEE tne systent 
stable arrangement, the magnets move to a central po- is unstable, i.e., whenever the magnets diverge far from 

> 3 ; 
: . tral z h th 

sition where they actively resist any attempt to displace the cen % Yeas Ini ot e words machine starts 

them. If they are displaced, a co-ordinated activity brings fo: Bune Hoe @ Sone ane tlon, OF uniselector settings SIvINg 

them back to center, much as an animal seeks its optimal stable system. i.e., giving the proper feedback. When it 
, finds a combination with the right feedback, it holds 

“| that combination and will then demonstrate that it has 

Have || assembled that feedback system which results in a co- 

| ordinated maintenance of its variables at optimal values, 

you || like a living thing. The important point is that it finds its 
heard | own arrangement of feedbacks, the designer having merely 

what || provided it with plenty of variety. 

Not only will it find the appropriate feedback initially, , y PProp: Y 

they re but if we alter the basic conditions in any way it will pro- 

saying 7 A || ceed to re-adapt itself to the new conditions. Thus we 

/) 4 NATIONAL | may use hand controls on two of the units, setting them 

about le 4 || at arbitrary values to represent some “environment” to 

2 ? || which the other two units, representing “nervous sys- 

NE © ; | tem” must adapt, i.e., find combinations of their two 
‘S 2 uniselector settings which in relation to that particular 

WV Hy ee “environment” forms a stable system. This would be the Way 6 NS eS y 
VAS BIS OSs || system to present the brain with problems. The brain would 

aul have to have enough units to hold all factors affecting 

| the problem, and enough to introduce any new factors that 

Some grad is spreading the word that National might be necessary in the solution. 

Electric is the world’s largest single source of supply The question now arises, is the Homeostat a brain? In 

for electrical roughing-in materials. (And he couldn't || its present state, no. But the principle of its operation can é Fi i . 
i oe RE products Ih eth ce for | be extended to almost limitless bounds, affected by the 

Vv ie pace | : : a 5 
lity. Today the NE complete line of vectra | engineering aspects of its construction and some very quality. : 5 - —, 

roughing-in materials includes: wires, cables, con- | long mathematical computations to determine the proper 
diiit, raceways cic fittings: circuit constants. Its chief fault in its present form is 

* || that it is not large enough to hold all aspects of the prob- 
Nh ti nal Electric | lem nor can it retain the solution of a problem that it has 

a 19 already solved. To learn something new it must obliterate 

PROOOCTS CORPORATION the settings that it has just determined for a preceeding 
PITTSBURGH 30, PA, (please turn to page 35) 
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Night and day, winter and summer, year after Today you will see aluminum-clad buildings 

year, for more than twenty-six years aluminum going up in every part of the country. These 

spandrels (the vertical area between windows in buildings are quick and inexpensive to build. Their 

skyscrapers) were exposed to the weather .. . and aluminum walls never will need expensive painting 

nothing happened. or repairs. 

That was proof enough for the architects. This case is typical of the history of Alcoa and 

Proof that Aleoa Aluminum castings used for of the men and women who work for it. While 

spandrels stood up in all kinds of weather, resisted aluminum was proving itself in small applications, 

corrosion, kept up their good appearance, never Alcoa engineers were perfecting the methods for 

needed maintenance. large scale production and fabrication Within the 

“Aluminum works so well for spandrels,” lifetime of men now living, this company has 

reasoned the architects, “why not expand its use grown to be one of America’s great industries. 

... make entire walls of it?” They came to Alcoa New developments now underway in Alcoa’s 

with their ideas. Alcoa engineers had kept pace. laboratories are pointing the way to even more 

Designs and methods for making complete walls widespread uses for aluminum in the years ahead. 

were ready. New ways had been found to make ALuminum Company or America, Gulf Bldg., 

aluminum cheaper and more useful. Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania. 

ALCOA 
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d The division of timber mechanics is working on prob- 

BDonest Products La e e e lems concerning the strength of wood, and wood fasten- 
ings, since the joint is a critical part of wood construc- 

(continued from page 11) tion. The structural problems of prefabricated houses has 

in the Dept. of Agriculture Farm Bulletins; laboratory teceived attention, and a plywood unit has been develop- 
processes are also explained in the scientific papers and ed. The Laboratory pioneered in the development of skin 

magazines. In response to inquiries on specific problems, load baring, rather than frame load bearing buildings. 

letters of advice are sent with such pamphlets that may The use of laminated construction for beams and ply- 
help. People may visit the Laboratory and spend from wood has resulted in the better use of wood, besides 

one day to two weeks getting the information they desire. stronger and better looking shapes obtainable with this 

Occasionally the Laboratory conducts short courses in type of construction. Curved roofs, and barns, gymnasi- 
kiln drying of woods to help dry kiln operators improve ums, and hangers without cross beams are possible with 

their methods and so reduce seasoning losses in lumber this type of building. Design data for laminated beams 
manufacture. was worked out by the timber mechanics division. 

The work of the eight research divisions in the Labora- Wood seasoning is one of the most important prob- 

tory involves: timber harvesting and conversion; silvicul- lems of preparing wood for use. Besides improving the 

tural relations; chemistry, composition, and derived prod- air- and kiln-drying methods, the Laboratory has de- 

ucts of wood; timber mechanics and structural research; veloped a chemical seasoning. The wood is steeped in a 

wood seasoning and moisture control; wood-treating proc- salt solution, which for some woods, makes drying more 

esses for protection and service; wood pathology; and uniform and reduces loss from checking. 

pulp and paper. . The division of wood preservation is studying the ef- 
The timber harvesting divisin is concerned with getting  fectiveness of various treatments to reduce, or eliminate 

better values from existing resources, preventing waste, decay, fungi, and ‘fire hazard, and the -attade of insects 

and utilizing waste products, guarding future timber and marine borers. The use of various glues in laminated 
crops by selective logging, development of better logging onstruction and plywood is being investigated. 

and saw-milling machinery and machinery suited for the . 

small operator, and developing methods of using woods The U. S: % the largest Scr of Paper and pulp. Pulp 
sow considered “unacceptable, and paper is an important importation of the U. S. The 

The division called silvicultural relations is concerned pulp and paper division is concerned with reducing the 

with the factors affecting the structure of the wood, such need for these imports through the use of trimmings and 
as growing conditions, and the suitability of a wood for a the more plentiful American woods, developing better 

particular use. For example, dogwood is used for shuttles methods of making Paper; getting higher yields from the 
because of its uniform wear characteristics. But dogwood pulp, using: more Vanleies of wood for pulp, and adapt- 

has become very scarce. This division discovered that ‘8 the pulp to the requirements of paper. The Laboratory 
open-grown maple had similar characteristics, though developed a semi-chemical Process of making paper which 

forest-grown maple did not. This section takes care of gives about one and a half times as much paper from a 

the wood identification that the Laboratory does. The &'¥°? amioune of wood. Work is being done on the re- 
wed. may’ corte to: the: Laboratory din the form of pulp SOveFY of chemicals from the waste liquor, which will 

or charcoal, and be identified to settle some lawsuit. eliminate river pollution by paper mills. 
The ‘use of much. wood. waste is dependent upon the Two other significant accomplishments of the Labora- 

chemistry of the wood. Thus the primary job of the chem- tory are the development of a high strength RESO -Mapreg: 

istry and derived products section is to learn more about nated paper plastic much used for airplane Parts, and a 

the cellulose and lignin that make up wood. Much work laminated, resin-treated compressed wood, having much 
has been. done: to develop sources: of plastics, lacquers; greater dimensional stability and hardness. It was used 

photographic films, etc., but much remains. The possi- for airplane propellers and masts. 

bilities of hydrolysis and fermentation are being studied. The Laboratory is now engaged on similar projects: 

This unit, building on the work of many cellulose chemists the adaptability of wood to panel heating, vibration char- 
here and abroad, developed a cheaper method of making acteristics of wood, improved veneer manufacturing tech- 

molasses from sawdust. Most processes developed by the niques, sandwich panels for fire doors and walls, better 
Laboratory do not reach the pilot plant stage while at the and cheaper laminated construction for large structural 
Laboratory, but the plant for making wood sugar is an beams, and the fundamental mechanics of wood-cutting, 

exception. This plant is now turning out thousands of such as power requirements of saws, saw teeth shape and 

pounds of wood molasses that is being used by agricultural the like. 

schools in studies of cattle feeds using molasses. Hydro- During the nearly forty years of its existence, the labo- 
genation of wood is being developed as a means for tatory has given the United States world leadership in 
breaking down lignin into useful chemicals. More uses wood processing technology. Savings in wood and dol- 

of lignin are being sought, to prevent having to throw lars resulting from only a few of its major accomplish- 

it away. The toxicity of the various preservatives is being ments would pay for the cost of the Laboratory’s opera- 
studied to determine their efficiency as a preservative. tion from its founding to the present time. 
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part of the problem. It is like a child in school that could oo QU Y : SS ‘ AN 
learn what is two times three only by forgetting what is [\-- Cg \ Nes Ve : we Beton 
two times two. It is possible that the addition of a large eau ANY Qo Ne OTS Nae \ a, . : Rue —~_~o ee Ne TESS 
number of similar units together with a selector that Wee A ea TS Seu 

: os ‘ EUR AT \ NF OO NN 
would pick out only unused circuits and those that pertain \ VE ee A A gl ASS oe 
to a new problem to solve the problem would cure the \ Vee SAA EE 

‘ \ FARE ag OFA memory deficiency. \ Yo - Zw mn ya) 
The ultimate goal of the men who are working on this % 4 

problem can be best illustrated by comparing the chess g 
game that an electronic computer could play with the PROBLEM — You are designing a machine for 
game that (theoretically completed) a Homeostat could wa . . . 
play. doing finishing operations on the production line, 

such as grinding, polishing, buffing, etc. Your prob- 
The computer could be provided with a table of legal . 9 ig, R ‘ ae . . os 

: ' lem is to provide a drive that permits the grinding 
moves, yet it could not play them in correct sequence to — d freely whil 
win the game any better than its designer. He must build OF polishing wheel to be moved —_ reely while 

into the machine criteria for determining smart moves, it is running. How would you do it? 

and naturally he could not make these criteria any better . 

than he could figure them out for himself. THE SIMPLE SOLUTION — Use an S.S.White 
power drive flexible shaft to transmit rotary power 

On the other hand, the Homeostat needs no informa- . 
. foes : from a suspended or pedestal-mounted electric 

tion other than a method of being informed of illegal . . Ids the finishi 
moves and a method of finding out when it lost a man, motor to the handpiece which ho 5 the Finis! ing 
or lost the game. .Its first game would be very poor; but Wheel. This gives you a portable unit that permits 
as it lost, it would set up feedback patterns that avoid the wheel to be readily manipulated to reach all 
these moves in its next game. Each game would be pro- points. 

gressively better, to the point where it could even beat the 9 e r “4 xk * 

man who designed the machine. i [i | This is just one of hun- 

Should the homeostat be developed to the degree vA 3 i - : dreds of power drive and 

theoretically possible, its usefulness in exploring the (Mes | & remote control problems 

problems of our present day life would be almost unlim- fe oa a to which S.S.White flex- 
ited. The machine would have an insight into the problems d i ible shafts are the simple 

far deeper than any human could think or learn. Its abil- me answer. That's why every 

ity to learn would be limited only by how fast it could | f | 5 z 1 : : : : f i engineer should be famil- 
solve practice problems to develop its feedback combina- | ’ . . 

_ tions, and it would never forget anything that it had . iar with the range and 
learned in the past. i scope of these useful 

: i f “ 1 
One rather subtle difficulty would become very im- | | j d Metal Museles for 

portant at this point, In building the brain, features like \ p ‘ mechanical bodies. 
anode voltage and wire length would have to be set with E s oad 

out knowing what effect that they would produce. This Here's How sne manufectirer “Trademark Reg. U. S. Pat. Of. 

would manifest itself in a form too complex and subtle na, 

for its designers or users to understand, This tempera- WRITE FOR BULLETIN 4501 
ment could be in man’s favor or against him; and the re- 

sult of following the machine’s orders could lead unknow- It gives essential facts and engineer- oe 7 

ingly to either mastery or destruction. ing data about flexible shafts and a | . 
their application. A copy is yours —s et 

That is far enough to carry this interesting but rather free for asking. Write today. Seer 

useless conjecture. The development of the Homeostat pee 

and other thinking mechanisms is progressing rapidly, but anf 

the scope of the designer’s problem is tremendous. Sf WHITE oy 

One expert recently stated, “The more I deal with these owe 

machines, the more I am impressed with the capabilities _ THE SS WHITE DENIAL MFGUeD. INDUSTRIAL ov :0n 
of the human brain and how little we’ve done toward THA uti ane censne ood Aca tuna aunts 

duplicating it.” One of Americas ARAA Industrial Enterprises 
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e upon the fatigue limits of steels A piece of glass is covered with a 

c1ewsCce oe were the embrittling effect of hy- thin layer of water-free glycerine 

drogen deposited with the chromi- and placed in a vacuum chamber 

(continued from page 30) um, cracks in the plating, and resi- where a small amount of beryllium 

chine parts where resistance to weat dual stresses in the plating. It was or aluminum is flash - evaporated. 

is an important factor. However, the generally agreed, however, that the The glass carrying the metal film 

advantages of chromium plating, in residual stresses in the chromium is transferred to a vessel where the 

the: dbgenee. of proper’ precautions, had the most effect. It was found metal film is washed with distilled 

may be offset by the adverse effect through experiments that when the water; the metal film being floated 

of the plating on the fatigue limit plating was heated above 400°C. the off to the surface of the water. The 
of the base metal. fatigue limit was only decreased film is then dried on a metal grid. 

k . 4. of thi ; slightly. The chrome plating had FAST TEMPER 
' " ee study: of this) Probe contracted to such an extent that A tempering process which heats 
wm as recent y been made at the the stresses produced caused plastic a metal surface from room tempera- 

a Bureau ° Standards In flow in the chromium plate and thus ture to a bright red 1600 degrees 

r 4 we edie des ke fea f was relieved the residual tensile stresses. Fahrenheit and cools it again to 

oung: to reduce the tareve wimuts This investigation has provided room temperature, all within less 
a the = studied, although the aircraft manufacturers and other in- than five seconds, is now being used. 

eect ads HESS pronounced under dustries which produce chromium The process uses an electromag- 

i shee dane than i ers. ade plated machine parts with valuable net to hold the part to be tempered 
era’, e a hie in rh information for the treatment of within the field of a powerful elec- 
a ie eon Shores these parts. tronic heater. As soon as the part 
. - a ie ~ of a given METAL FILMS has been heated to the proper tem- ,t 2 7 3 ees ‘ 1 nh . = net te tne nog Films, so thin that they can be perature, an automatic timing switch 

a 7 — emperature © used as supporting membranes for shuts off the heater. At the same 
the (plating bath. electron microscope studies without instant the current is removed from 

The possible causes for the ad- showing visible structure, are being the electromagnet and the part 
verse effect of chromium plating made by an interesting new process. drops into the cooling bath of oil. 
—er_CCODOCrOeeeeeeeeeeeee<=eOsweaes Ss ooo OO ——=—>—>>—>~_~—_~_~—~&—&{&—*—=>E>]_]_>——~&q&qii——K&x——>><x*<*<*>=@@~Sa==e—=——_ = 

e e 
‘cf? f ) for higher operating 

ry Hh 
CJ c 

a 4 4_Ay efficiency... 
i ATS <\G Nig i Civ, 4 f Om oe, 
OIAGRAMMATIC CROSS-SECTION 4 yp \ |» = LC iE 

VIEW OF A At A © ae Universal and Tool 
Lf Oee ey ? see 5 

(Sag | CAL ae CHOC Tae mtu 

Chrome Clad ~— bie athe 
os me ] This general-purpose 
1 y * 7 No. 13 Universal and 

Stee / Ta p e ... - Tool Grinding Machine 
| te = embodies many outstand- 
ro) ing refinements in design 
ad S Thi * . ives ae ss and construction for tool- 

ar tue wea on teiaaiheg Levelcaet ta tel eee CHECK THESE = room operations —grind- 
years. (1) Hardened steel tape—tough—flexible— IMPROVEMENTS ing small and medium- 
kink-resistant. (2) Rust resistant coating. (3) Multiple V Improved wheel spindle sized cylindrical work, 
coats of electroplating. (4) Hard, smooth, non-glare and Headstock form grinding, sharpening 
chrome plating. Will not crack, chip or peel. (5) Jet V 6 table speeds from milling cutters, reamers 

steal baue:—ail halow sleome suffice frottage 7100" esata: AT ee odat Geen at against wear, P is V New bumping control colaneous other types of 

Ask your distributor for them or write for complete nob for table adjustment % ifica- 
details on Lufkin Chrome Clad “Super Hi-Way,” V 4 changes of work speed ‘iis Ae ee 
Pioneer,” and “Michigan” Chain Tapes. V Automatic lubrication New Design No. 13, write 

V Built-in electrical Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., 
i 1, R. 1, U.S.A. THE y KIN PULe Coa. EASY TO READ controls Providence » RL, USA 

SAGINAW, MICHIGAN pike tS EE BS 
° THAT ARE DURABLE 2 a PRECISION TOOLS — TAPES — RULES nal =a 
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4 TAKE THIS FOOTBALL PLAYER. 

_ From head to toe Caustic Soda 

7. . is part of his equipment. The plastic 

in his helmet, the fabric of his 

jersey and trousers, the leather 

a - in his pads and shoes—in the 

Fe a Se processing of all these, Caustic 

CH hi Soda plays an important part. Back 

A / in the locker room, his soap, towels, 

. -2 4 the trainer’s surgical cotton and dressings, 

Cn all are made with the help of Caustic Soda. 

|A4 Caustic Soda is truly an All American— 

[4s the workhorse of the processing industries. 

lf. Ca Virtually everything we see or touch in our daily 

by y living makes use of this chemical. 

—- The Dow Chemical Company is one of the major 

producers of high quality Caustic Soda. Large 

plants in Midland, Michigan; Freeport, 

Texas and Pittsburgh, California are devoted 

wu to producing this important chemical. 

L ”'¢d It is transported to industry everywhere 

- in Dow’s fleet of specially designed tank cars. Yet 

f for all its importance, Caustic Soda is only one 

‘ of over 500 essential chemicals produced by Dow— 

o “Chemicals Indispensable To Industry and Agriculture.”? 

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY | p | 

MIDLAND, MICHIGAN os D — 

New York * Boston + Philadelphia + Washington + Cleveland + Detroit = | 
Chicago + St.Louis + Houston + San Francisco + Los Angeles + Seattle oe t—“‘ 

Dow Chemical of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Canada ee ee 
18 queer Ve oeamat 
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2. uA subjects in their various divisions Ball, He Jibs scence: QUBIA 
: : ieve, R. R. _ “2.704 amy eee were: W. M. Christmas, Glenn Litterst, R. S. ... 2'630 

PECTION TRIP Koehler, D. J. Mack, W. R. Mar- Munson, J. F. ....... wine 2,800 
CE. INS! shall, Jr., H. A. Peterson, R. A. Nan Caster, - Ss eat sone 

(continued ee 29) / Ragatz, G. A. Rohlich and C. C. Mechanical Baginesting 

A group of 105 Givi engineering Watson. Reen, G. K. 2.972 

students accompanied by Profs. W. Weight H. i arian 2.808 
. letallurgica! ngineering S. Cottingham, L. F. Rader, L. Ww. Prof. Kure F, Wende from the Zimmerman, D. L. 2.726 

Crandall, and A. T. Lenz, and in- engineering experiment station at SOPHOMORE HONORS 

structors R. C. Mertz and B. M. Wisconsin was elected the new vice ‘ Chemical Engineering 

Davidson inspected industrial and chairman of the society at this meet- Biever, V. My, Jr aoe! 

public service plants during a 3-day ing. The chairman is Prof. E. W. Poreherdings Jt eeseeeee cette 2,362 

inspection trip, October 17-19. Johnson from the University of Gainpe 1 Mo ree Fe 
The group inspected highway, Minnesota. Cedi py J, (Ke: ssseewemenenrmenemices DAL 

bridge and dam construction proj- Grochowski, J. Bo --c-e-ece-sswcne 2535 
8 . 5 1 - This article has been a sketch of Koenecke, M. M, ~..--.------------------ 2.541 

ects, and city sanitary plants in and f th diff Lenz, J. Re eee 221 
near the cities of Milwaukee, Osh- one of the many dt stent automatic Marquardt; J: Co oie 2,567 

; . . telephone systems. It is the one Sawle, D. Re 2,260 
kosh and Wisconsin Rapids. . . Schowalter, We Re eevee 2.549 

from which most of the different Wendt, Ko W. «2.253 
ANNUAL MEETING—ASEE kinds have grown. In a future ar- Civil Engineering 

‘ . Bodenstein, N. F, —...----.2222222.--------- 2.257 The annual meeting of the North ticle the operation of the Strowger Debbink, J. PT 2'536 
Mid-West Section of the American switch will be discussed; it is an in- Getschke, Fy Ro: sesccssccscsssecsiccse.’ 2.376 

. : ite ‘ Hall, J. R. 2446 
Society for Engineering Education tetcate, PEEcISION instrument design- Keothdien. H. O. .., 2.375 

was held at Iowa City on November ed to give years of unattended serv- Safford, R. De cence 2.283 
ice. It i lL d truly a “Mod Tessen, A. Flo eee 2,185 

4 and 5. / ie af Se OEE: Wichman, R. Ho nnn 2.565 
The agenda included inspection acne Electrical Engineering / 

trips and the annual dinner on the SOPHOMORE HIGH HONORS Aandi cegeegenemeeennnn BIS 
first day, and division meetings the Chemical Engineering Jerome, RH. 2300 

second day. Johnson, Wm, Co een 2,616 Kopp, Re Wovracscsscscscccsrccssanusscess: ZAZA 

Faculty members from the Uni- mom Tevashibke GR a a 5 i ke Kaneshige, H. M. ~..-........-.-.--.------ 2.689 
versity of Wisconsin who spoke on Electrical Engineering Newcomb, D. A, -...----------2----------- 2.385 

Ohm, Ko Do eee 2.444 
Olson; CLs eecctecscsecsnececcc, 2,567 

° ° Reichel, E. H. 2.4911 partners in creating Schwarte, By Rocca 2-200 
Slotten, E, K. 222-2. 2.268 

K & E drafting instruments, equipment and materials pink oan 
have been partners of leading engineers for 81 years Burton, J. C. 2, 2.257 
in shaping the modern world. So extensively are these Frank, Co Bo cece. 2.300 
products used by successful men, it is self-evident that Kast, H. Be ee 2.301 
K & E has played a part in the completion of nearl Koehne, Jo Ay cnncc-ceeeeecnccccneeeennenee 2,140 

Played @ Par P Y Priem, Ro Jo cece, 2.486 every American engineering project of any magnitude. Mining Enginesring 

aS Babler, M. Ro 2.2388 
INV" ZG — Engeldinger, K. J... 2.391 

Drafting, Reproduction, 7 Werren, E. G. .._... 2.276 
Survering Equipment : : Metallurgical Engineering 

ond Maris UM : : Anderson, J. Eo cece 20454 
Meanrine Tere. ee : Ge Pitt, Co He nee 2465 

a — | FRESHMAN ENGINEERS 

ae I} , 2 (Based on 2 Terms) 
- nell A HIGH HONOR RATE 
Ld a a ok a Smith, William Coen 2.882 
cs : y — < Fo : : Harms, Keith L. on... 2.853 

= aw Ff \ 2 Kaste, Orrin © 2.853 
f >. 7 Ve Weber, John Po oe 2.853 

=e roe ee Hendrickson, Kenneth L. ........ 2.828 
[a . -— Pope, Charles Ro 2.765 

oe _ = HONOR RATE 
- _ kk Hanson, Donald B. .......... 2.742 

; _.. ¢ Hegna, Earl T. .- 2.706 
f f me Geraldson, David A. -............... 2.697 

White, Donald L. -..22222000000.. 2.679 
Forsyth, James D. _..... 2.676 

: Ryan, Donald P. .._2.647 
Tibbitts, Lewis W. -.. 2.628 

*Teletzke, Gerald H. ..W..... 2.611 
*Howard, Philip H. ... 2.588 

KEUFFEL & ESSER co. Johnson, Gordon J. ............. 2.571 

NEW YORK + HOBOKEN, N. J. Hilden, Jaek Groecccceasesseaes £1992 
Chicago * St. Louis * Detroit (please turn to page 48) 

San Francisco * Los Angeles * Montreal 
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News photo of crowds watching television on Boston Common, 

C04 DAL, WHAT MAKES TELEVISION SO CLEAR: 
“Lots of things, Jackie! But mostly brains. The brains of men who know how to make electrons behave in 
tubes. Electrons are tiny particles of electricity. ug fe boiled out of metal wires by heating units. Much 
the same way as an electric stove boils water. But if the heating unit isn’t right, everything goes wrong.” 

wu SYA LAN GAG tenting " 

Z. C4 a. W6 Ss 0 ZB a T reper 

4 we e > Tv el a is Bone RENO. | 
“oll goa TLL aaa eee : Eee peo {a = ; oer ith, fede be a aR aan nS ee es a hay py ALE iF MQ > ' 
See Z SE SVD... SAL 

Some people know Norton only as the 
**The tube people are smart, son. They ‘Alundum refractory grain is great stuff. world’s largest maker of grinding wheels 
make sure the heating units give off the Its melting point is 2015°C. That’s real and machines, packie- But refractories 
right heat and last Tonger ty coating hot! Made into corrugated baffle plates, in many sizes, shapes and materials are 
them with a fine Norton refractory. it doubles the efficiency of enameling important Norton products, too. They’re 
Alundum 38900 grain, we call it. It’s ovens. That’s why the surfaces of such used in kilns, furnaces and ovens when- 
so fine that ten grains end to end equal things as refrigerators and electric stoves ever industry wants to get the most out 
the thickness of a piece of paper. come so hard and smooth. of high temperatures... safely.” 

gm -% | WQNORTONY 
fA TZie\Gs Ug Ts —-—“‘i—‘—:OCOCOCOSCC 
_ C/N | Waking better products to make other products better @ 

WW SS i _ADRASIVES,/“y GRINDING wueers LO ousrones 7 Aerasive PAPER & con 

a - “So, you see, son, from aR. GRINDING AND LAPPING MACHINES "Hf@2Me. LABELING MACHINES. NON-SLIP FLOORING 
fi television tubes to re- [2] ne ARE r ie ee ge 

Citi Mengteetua ela make | nrmcroms. rns coe «unre we) nnn rns A 
the experienced headsandwillinghands | 8 ee Co co — Fla 
that make up the Norton team bya — NORTON COMPANY, WORCESTER 6, MASSACHUSETTS —_ 
harder to make Norton products better.” oe BEHR-MANNING, TROY, N.Y. 18 A DIVISION OF NORTON COMA : : OO ee 
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Meet the flight engi ee engineer eo 6 
(continued fron: page 13) exam. Passing this physical exam, he is placed in training 

(3) At least 100 hours of flight engineer experience. to learn the company’s operational methods. After suffi- 
(4) Completed an adequate flight engineers’ training cient time, he is given a check ride by a regular check 

course. flight engineer of the company. If an applicant can meet 
(5) At least 200 hours as a first pilot of four engine all these requirements, he is then placed on the regular 

aircraft. flights as a full fledged flight engineer. 

If an applicant is fortunate enough to meet one of these 

experience requirements he must then prepare himself to Pay and Future 

take a written exam that takes anywhere from four to eight The pay scale for flight engineers runs higher than most 
hours to write. This exam consists of four parts. One sec- other engineering positions at the start. The present con- 
tion is on CAA regulations, another the theory of flight tract of Eastern Air Lines with their engineers starts at 
and elementary aerodynamics, and the third section covers $275 a month for student engineers. As soon as he checks 
aircraft performance and engine operation. The last sec- out he gets $410 a month with raises every six months 

tion is called mathematical calculations and covers those of $25 until a top wage of $560 a month is reached three 
calculations that would be used in engine operation, fuel years later. Eastern also offers its employees other per- 
consumption and weight and balance. After successfully sonal benefits, the most outstanding of which is a very 
completing this exam the applicant must pass a practical generous retirement plan. Most other air lines have the 
or flight test which covers normal and emergency opera- same pay scale with those that fly foreign runs usually 
tions and trouble shooting while in flight. The require- paying $100 a month more. 

ments are then finally completed by taking an oral exami- The future for flight engineers is expanding right at 

nation from a CAA examiner. the present time. Some leaders in the aviation industry feel 

Meeting government regulations is only the begin- that there are still numerous openings for experienced men. 

ning however, as company standards have to be met The production of each four engine aircraft means another 

next. Before a man can go on the run for Eastern Air Position is open. At the present time there are twenty 

Lines, he must be able to pass a rigid company physical major air lines are using ships that require engineers. Air- 

craft companies also use flight engineers in test and de- 

- La velopment although the demand here is for experience 
; com k S “ Okenite leadervohip only. 

7. «a 1G a» mostor of ud . 
u ik Be engineering backgror Background Required 

5 B Aut etl Students often ask what a company wants in a man. 

i 0 ‘a Most companies when they start looking for flight engi- 

ae ] cee neers look for a good technical background coupled with 

vs 4 vi : : some practical experience. Back in 1947 when Eastern 
i “ =" kas first started to hire engineers, they took men from all 

: “ere 3 over the country for training. These men were made up 

ie / . he of students out of engineering schools with air force 

Rave ye : i experience and former airline mechanics and maintenance 

~ The strong trend today in modern commercial aircraft 

A “FOUL WEATHER” FRIEND | is toward more and more electrical devices. From this 

it can be seen that an engineer with a strong electrical 
TO CABLE USERS background has his foot in the door. It is often said 

Every kind of weather but fsir is manufactured in this throughout the industry that the best flight engineering 
Weatherometer which is used regularly in testing sections background is a mechanical engineer with a thorough 

of Okonite Cable. For example, repeated cycles of water understanding of electrical principles, coupled with a 
spray and ultra violet light are combined with freezing in a 
refrigerator. The result: a rapid succession of violently con- year or so of practical experience in aircraft operation and 
trasting fects which tests the cable more drastically than maintenance. 
could years of actual exposure. i : : “eclfe <.2 a 

This one of a series a continuing tests in which Okonite Along with the education and experience an. individual 
puts modern equipment and engineering personnel to work should remain cool in an emergency. There is no place 

pre-testing and establishing the life expectancy of its electrical | in airline operations for the excitable person who blacks 

wires and cables. The Okoni:c Company, Passaic, N. J. out under pressure. Eastern Air Lines had somewhat this 

Lr 5162 | same thought in mind when they put the following note 
p 36 K 6 Re i T E bad ’/ ime in their Flight Engineers’ Manual: i 

ar) e “In an emergency any quick, intelligent action is better 
,__ insulated wires and cables “oy | than delay in search of the ideal.” ° 
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ing closely with engineers of the Turbo- 
power Development Department, we’re 

developing gas turbines for ship propul- 
sion and high-temperature gas turbines 
for locomotive service, burning powder- 

e I ed coal. 

Other engineers and scientists are en- Teng : , 
@ gaged in pure physical research into fac- 

tors that influence power transmission 

By EDWIN H. BROWN, Vice President, Engineering Development Division over long lines. There’s constant depart- 

Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company (Graduate Training Course 1908 , mental research and product develop- 

ment going on in the fields of flour 

. ces milling, ore processing, water condition- 
ww IT worK? Is it prac- - — Unusual Range of Activities ing, hydraulic turbine design, electronics, 

tical? Is there a better 4, Research here at A-C coversa ew manufacturing methods and tech- 
way to do it? If you feel the ; ‘a]__ Niques, industrial design. 

. - . 2 tremendous range of industrial ques, 8 
challenge in questions like these \ es fields. I might point out that Pick Your Spot 
and get a thrill out of finding “ du td ie \ po! ‘ u Ick, FOUr: Spo 

the answers — perhaps you're 7 product development 1s CONn- Graduate engineers selected for the Allis- 
sidered a responsibility of each ia 

cut out for research. a | preset aephrnnEnt cee the Chalmers Graduate Training Course have 
, ‘ i rtunit! xplore mani 

There are a lot of us like that P central research and develop- engineering wid ey felis and Sd 

here at Allis-Chalmers. Pio- EDWIN H. BRown —‘ Ment organization works with the work that suits them best. Here, you 
neering beyond the immediate the many departments ina staff prety set your own course—may change 
frontiers of industry has been one of the capacity. Since Allis-Chalmers produces i, Fo gail es along and special interests 
major factors in the growth of this com- important machinery for every basic in- develop. You can gain first-hand expe- 
pany for over 100 years. Yet today we’re dustry, you can see that our develop-  sience with almost any major industry 
Ending more exciting frontiers to explore — ment work is extremely varied. you can name—electric power, mining, 

a EVER Derore, It includes such things as methods of | wood products, hydraulics, public works. 
5. tit . : ae P y S, pune 

My part in this work started back in burning coal deposits underground, to You can work in machine design, re- 

1906 when I joined the Allis-Chalmers produce power without the intermediate search, manufacturing, sales engineering. 

— es : steps of mining, processing and transport- You can earn advanced degrees in engi- 

; Fi aT ing the fuel to power plants. We're de- neering at the same time. When you 

| a ot veloping equipment for the application finish the course, you know where you’re 
3 ake | ping squipme PP ) y' 

: at 2 a of atomic power in naval vessels. Work-  headed— and you’re on your way! 
ahed |i TBs 

al | LL \\oee He, . . a . 
. Se fideettn erty Write for details of the Allis-Chalmers Graduate Training Course—requirements, 

\ oe 8 
MW 1 ay salary, advantages. Representatives may visit your school. Watch for date. 

hy i ; } eh) rh) Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin (AC) 

eo Ne Sane CY iol \ae 
mS mae heme, | pe 

eM eS fam 
Af ase > 

| \ <a acy e . . 

| ee a] an AD : Ny Pp BE ear! 

Lee \ ee ee lt ttt‘ st”:«*d ay ; 

os in po % Jay x yt 
ad ilar “a a e z a Zi 

% oD si ie he " — 

Measuring cavitation resistance of Clk & LY A : > Tee 
various materials for pumps and hy- tii? see a m4 i eee Ge e leak 
draulic turbines. Material under test is vs wie PF oh 2 A I 4 Jee ore wh 
electronically vibrated at a high rate rh 7 ct a e fia ms cri ei —_ 
while submerged in water. TT ., | aos sega ee 0 ee come Be 

Lape Io | ay Pl ¥ swore. eae 
#23 yeaa: ae Se ¢) “ee ae 

Graduate Training Course, from the Uni- eb Mme ib a pac ie oa ap y 
versity of Nebraska. During my two years jean — " 5 J tie ie iene 
in the course, I spent a good deal of time flere, WN ase suse ae 
on the test floor. That’s the spot where  —APICCZI gl ieaeeremes - ~~. c 
original thinking, new designs, and new =m | ne ee a ~ € i , 
methods pay off in results. It’s a great : See, ~~ 4 y 
vantage-point from which to watch in- <i _ ’ ‘ y oo eo 
dustrial development at work. “ | nett . , oO 

After completing my GTC, I worked x, - es |, — ——rti<C—™ = A et 
as a test engineer... as development | 3 | ae eee ay ol 4 hee 

and sales engineer on steam turbines... (oe | a he : 
as a chief engineer and department EspeTREAEL CAE THEE tA lis is sh | ssaitainw witch eres 

‘ ‘ .Xperimenta! as Lurbine a nnapolis Is shown In new building to wi ich it was 

manager. . . and into my present work in recently moved. After extensive testing at progressively higher temperatures, the U.S. 

research and development. Navy unit has now been operated ia s2veral tests at its design temperature of 1500°F. 
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ta ed... 
ie al ‘conirinted ok mae’) 5. Performance of other opera- 7. Power equipment: charging 

In Bimost Se vlan y 19 hen except tions necessary for telephone equipment with batteries floating on 

am ee nae ek te anges: service. the line, general power source, ring- 
ot only is the dial system con- sai x 3 

‘ent tent tain re o dton of Before describing the equipment, ing power generators, and any other 
ene oe io . we should make a distinction be- auxiliary sources of power desired. 
manual operation make it very de- : two t f circuits. We of 

: . 5 ween two types of circuits. We of- itchi 
sirable. There is a maximum num- ‘ . YP. k of Haak dci Switching System 

: en times speak of trunks and cir- 5 A ber of lines that can be connected +s. ‘Th P like identi The Strowger switch is the heart 
. cuits. ese may seem like identi- - A 

to one manual switchboard. As I b nd 1 died : of the entire system. A linefinder 
: cal terms but the usual distinction woh je pj - 

more lines are added to a system, se thi oath tt switch is pictured in figure one. The 
: is this: circuits are usua onnec- . ; 

more boards must be added; this : sdk bas \ me SOP i different parts of the switch may for 
. i tions within a particular switc . 

makes for complicated trunking. I P Trunk Z most part be found on the picture. 

More operators are needed, and the oa a SEES run . his Basically the switch consists of the 
: used to interconnect circuits. In this . F 

time necessary for the completion of sel hall ke this disti following: 1. Relays. 2. Switch me- 
. : article we shall make this distinc- ‘ : : 

the call increases. The dial system a chanism including shaft magnets, 
; ion. 

not only requires the use of fewer The St é includes a and frame. 3. Bank assemblies. 
; . = e Strowger system includes the : . : 

people, but it requires no additional follow: Ber sy t (this 3 : A relay is a device which responds 
ae ollowing equipmen is is nol : woe 

personnel for substantial increases : a oh t int to electrical changes (initiation and 
: ve necessarily a at may go into a : oe 
in the number of circuits. The com- . y y g . cessation of current), and it in turn 

Jeti £ the call i particular system but will suffice for 1 lectrical ci 
pletion of the call is as accurate as an, sxurapte) controls one or more electrical cir- 

. . x : . . 
the person dialing the number. The L Li P 4 Cutout Rel h cuits, or relays. Strowger switch re- 

: : . Line and Cutout Relays: these 
switches seldom make mistakes. The y lays are mounted on the top of the 

: ; operate when the handset is remov- : : : 
called party is rung just as soon as switch as can be seen in the picture. 

9 : ed from the hook and start the auto- 
the dial returns from its last rota- . i . They are labeled A, B, C, D, E, and 

. . . matic switches working. They also % 
tion. The switch operates while the d th itch £ bei ted F. The shaft can be seen extending 

eG 3 5 uard the switch from being acte f . 
dial is moving. The Strowger sys- g . § j about %4 of the height of the switch 

: on by some other subscriber once it i 
tem has the advantage of being able . and has mounted on it 3 sets of 

. ee ‘ has been seized. . : 
to integrate new circuits into its 2. Line Find th find th wipers at the bottom, vertical and 

. : . . Line Finders: these fin e é 
existing network with a minimum : . horizontal movement ratchets above 

calling telephone and connect it to P 
of work. : Z ; the horizontal plate, and a return 

an idle selector switch. It is a non- ti 5 ¢ thet 
i i: : + . action spring a e top. 

Operation of Dial Systems numerical switch because it does not Vari P 8 in i, I aa 
‘ : lous ste, and release mag- 

From the American Standard need pulses to operate it. It may tales c . b = 
Definition of Electrical Terms we be of rotary or Strowger type. nets ate ACER BEOM "VEEN" BY: ine 

llowing definiti f shaft and its accessories. The bank 
have the following definition of a 3. Selectors: these are switches of A : : “A dial tel * i assembly is shown at the bottom of dial telephone system: ial tele- the Str er t hich ate con- ; 
hone isystem is a telephone syste owger type which are ¢ the shaft. It consists of three groups 

P sy P Sy! nected in reverse of the line finder of ten levels. eadh: They ave aevanee 
in which telephone connections be- chew The we Sinilae ta ape , eS y 8 

tween customers are ordinarily es- owns ye P ed in a semicircular manner oppo- y pearance to the line finders but are ite the wi bh ke : ical bani site the wipers. Cables and trunks tablished by electrical and mechani- numerical in ration. They. do:not 

al apparatus controlled by manipu- Bmerica’ 1 pera n meney: OO are connected to lugs on the rear 
Sa" SPP y P function until pulses generated by of these: Basis 
lations of dials operated by the call- the dial h th : : . 

in ties.’ To this end the fol- eae sedeny ee The switch makes connections by 
ing Parties. — 4. Connectors: These are the final igemmina am te a-desived level-and 
lowing functions must be performed eli f th . di pping up i 
by the automatic system: Switenes; OF Ene: train: Used YD. Com rotating until the wipers contact the 
Lc 5 d di i pleting a call. They are numerical desired lug. It will remain in this 

. Connection and disconnection : p sat i 7 ire : 
of the calling and called lines in. operation and are similar i. ap position until a release magnet sends 

oo & . , pearance to the line finders and se- it back to its normal position. The 

2. Ringing a subscriber even lectors. switch can connect an incoming 
though he be a part of a party 5. Special Services: these are the trunk associated with its wipers to 

line. busy tone and other special services - any one of 100 outgoing trunks as- 

3. Detection of a line already in necessary in the system. sociated with its banks. (This switch 

use and returning a busy sig- 6. The phone itself: this includes is of the 100 point, or contact, va- 
. > > 

nal. the dialing mechanism, governor, riety. Other switches are made with 
4. Connection to trunk lines to make and break contacts, bell, hand- 200 points) 

other offices and through them set, and a special circuit that dis- At this point a system of simpli- 
performance as described in 1, tinguishes between alternating ring- fied grouping will be interjected. We 
2, and 3. ing current and D-C talking current. (please turn to page 44) 
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Magnet Wire? 
7 2 I didn’t even know ROEBLING it! made it eoccoccoe 

NSS FL | —— a 
ee 

eS . oN fe. — (Ae FU ee 

se > 

THIS VISIT to just one of the WOVEN WIRE FABRIC. Roebling 10 to 40 times tougher th 

Roebling works has been an eye- weaves wire screens to meet every sort of first choice for high _ ‘ay ea sypes — 

opener. Everyone in my line knows industrial requirement. From large size ae gh-speed winding, 

Roebling wire rope but L-wever Aggregate Screens to closely woven Filter ROUN D—FLAT— SHAPED WIRE. 

heard that k eve Cloths, wires made of special steels and Manufacturers adopt Roebling high carbon 

' : al you stack up so big in non-ferrous metals bring new measures of wire for its dependable uniformity which 

electrical wires and cables. resistance to abrasion and corrosion. ae machine stoppages and rejects, 

. . and pulls down production costs. 

* ve se WIRE ROPE. Roebling wire rope is cs P a 

made in a complete range of types and w 

Many people are surprised to learn of the always affords a rope that's right for every Whatever career you are studying for, 

wide diversity of Roebling’s line of wires application. For easy handling, smooth when you get on the job you will find one 

and wire products. It is often news, t operation and long life on the job, Roebli or more types of Roebling produc - 

PFS , too, 1 id long job, Roebling ¢ ‘yp g products serv 

that several different items in the Roebling Preformed “Blue Center” Wire Rope is 7 there, dependably and at low cost. 

line are nee in one and the same field. In US¥*passed. John A. Roebling’s Sons Co., Trenton 2,N.J. 

mines ai i i 
a“ = quarries, for example, Roebling ELECTRICAL WIRE — CABLE — BRANCH OFFICES: Atlanta, 934 Avon Ave. * 

ire Rope, Aggregate Screens and Port- MAGNET WIRE. With more than 60!  2aiegiiouslerner Sb © Gh enges Shc? nootere 

able Electrical Cable are all likely to be on standard types, Roebling’s line of electrical Ba 8 Clegelaed, 101 Bb are oN BE eee 

the job together, Wherever there’s industry, wire and Ae tee ae aly erotics 1s 27th sue Houston, 6216, Navigation Blvd. * Los 

. ‘ sca Rage é ‘ans- ngeles, . Alameda St. * New York, 

foo onise predicts that help bring mission, distribution and service needs... St. * Philadelphia, 12 3. 12th ous Pulikereh Ree 

ig ciency and lowest service cost. The insulation of Roevar Magnet Wire is See oretsen, uote oe 052, NW th Ave) . h St. * Seatéle, 900 First Ave. So. 
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D > d a phone, linefinder, or other con- versations could be carried into the 

t& 4 o 70 nector) to a particular group desired group. The only thing that 
icontinwedfrom page 43) through one of its trunks associated limits the number of switches to be 

will discuss a 10,000 line system. It with its banks. Each of the ten connected in multiple is the num- 
can be followed on diagram two. levels represents a group. Each of ber of available trunks to the group 
The 10,000 phones are broken down the ten radial contacts on a particu- following. Each of these trunks 
into ten groups of 1,000 each. They lar level represents a trunk to the would terminate on the wiper of 

are numbered from one to zero, desired group. another selector if additional groups 

beginning from the bottom. This In diagram three consider the ten remain to be selected. Previous and 
group comprises the first digit of circles as representing the ten con- following selectors may be multi- 

the telephone number being called. calli? paws 
In a system of this size four digits calling phone 

must be dialed each time, even if 

the first digit is a zero. A number 

could be 0637 for instance. Each 
thousands group is further broken 

down into ten groups of 100 phones 

each. They are also numbered from 
one to zero beginning from the bot- fine and cutout Special services 

tom. This group comprises the sec- raiays . a! 

ond digit of the number. The last Higuee 
two digits of the number are found tacts on one level looking down plied in the same manner. 

within each hundreds group. This from the top. When the wiper has We now have enough information 

is shown plainly on the diagram. been raised to the correct level, it to understand how a call proceeds 
Each group of 100 represents a automatically sweeps across the ten through this complicated network of 

Strowger switch with 100 phones available trunks and comes to rest switches and trunks. Figure five will 

connected to its terminals. Thus we on the first free one. Those that are be of help in following the call. 

have a straight decimal numbering busy are by-passed. What seems to be one line on the 

and grouping system. This system has limitations, how- diagram may represent hundreds of 

« ever. Only one trunk associated with lines in reality. The single line is 

Trunking System the particular wiper has access to used for simplicity. 

Having a basic knowledge of the ten trunks pictured. What if Figure two represents the arrange- 

switches and grouping, we should more than one call was being placed ment of the individual telephones 

understand a little about simple to that particular group? In order to on the linefinder or connector 

trunking before a call can be fol- remedy this situation we multiply switches. These switches are the 

lowed through. A selector has been several switches together. When we same except that they are connected 
defined as a switch in which the multiply, we merely connect in paral- into the system in opposite direc- 
brushes have access to 100 trunks lel. Figure four shows three selec- tions. Say that phone 26 of the 

represented by the lugs on the semi- tors multiplied to the same ten switch pic:ured in figure two wanted 

circular banks. A selector completes trunks in the same manner. Thus we to place a call to phone number 

a connection from one trunk (from see that three, and not one, con- (please turn to page 46) 

ten #runks +o desired 
group 

CT 

(pp eee 
Pp 
ce 
Pee 
fe 
Pee 

pf ft fT tt pe eee 

from other circust From other circuit from other circyit 

Figure IV 
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For many years, ADVERTISEMENTS SUCH AS p ty as | i \\\ 
THIS ONE have appeared regularly in leading le g 

business magazines. Their primary purpose is 

to build acceptance for Square D Field Engineers, 

practically all of whom come to us from 
leading engineering schools such as yours. 

Industrial Languages 
builds electrical distribution and control 

He’s a Square D Field Engineer. equipment in pace with present needs— 

He speaks the language of many indus- _ provides sound counsel in the selection of 

tries because his full-time job is working the right equipment for any given appli- | 

with them... helping them find “a better | cation—anticipates trends, speeds de- | 

way to do it.” velopment of new methods and equipment. 

Through a staff of such Field Engineers If you have a problem in electrical dis- 

located in more than 50 offices in the tribution or control, call in the nearby 

United States, Canadaand Mexico,Square Square D Field Engineer. He makes a lot 

D does this three-fold job: Designs and _ of sense in finding ‘‘a better way to do it.” 

| 

rh i SQUARE J) COMPANY 
yt pela LS LS ' 

mm / DETROIT 5 Muara 5 LOS ANGELES 

| Geearnscsnt nt: | SQUARE D COMPANY CANADA LTD., TORONTO » SQUARE D de MEXICO, S.A., MEXICO CITY, D.F. 
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° it comes upon the first idle trunk to groups. More relays cause ringing 
dG eve the connector. I say the first idle to begin when the last digit has 

trunk because through the system been dialed and to stop the ringing 
(continued Jrom page 44) of multiplying, one or more of the as soon as the called party lifts his 

7429. When he removed his hand- trunks served by a particular switch handset off of the hook. When the 
set from the hook the line relays may be in use. This trunk connects call is completed and the calling 
would start the linefinder working. the calling party to the wipers of party replaces his handset on the 
The line finder would “step” up to the connector and all 100 telephones hook, release magnets cause all of 
the second level of the switch pic- served by this connector are made the switches and relays to revert to 
tured in figure six and then “step” available. When the “2” is dialed their original positions. If the called 
around to the sixth contact. the connector “steps” up to the sec- party had been busy, the wipers on 
When it reached this contact, it ond level, and this is where the se- the connector would have detected 

would stop; and phone 26 is con- lector differs from the connectors, a previous connection and passed 
nected to the wipers of the first but does not automatically sweep on to an eleventh contact (not previ- 
selector. No dialing has been done over the contacts. It waits for the ously mentioned) on the bank which 
as yet. When the “7” is dialed seven last digit to be dialed, in this case would have sent a busy tone back 
pulses will be sent out to the first “9,” and then “steps” around to the to the calling party. The busy tone 
selector and “step it up to the sev- ninth contact. This is the contact and dial tone are functions of the 
enth level. When the wipers reach that leads to the twenty-ninth phone special services section mentioned 
this level, a buzzer action relay will of the 4th hundreds group of the previously. 
cause the horizontal stepping mag- 7th thousands group. Its position 

nets to operate and rotate the wip- on the bank may be found on dia- 

ers until they come to rest on the gram six. 

first idle trunk. This trunk will lead It should be pointed out, however, 

to the wipers of the second selector. that the calling phone and the call- The editor wishes to thank Mr. Er- 

When the “4” is dialed, the second ed are not necessarily on the same win P. Bettinghaus of the Illinois Bell 

selector will “step” up to the second switch unless they are members of Telephone Co. for his many helpful 
level and rotate horizontally until the same hundreds and thousands suggestions which led up to this article. 

s Ever notice the tympanist tightening up 
VK the head of his kettledrums before a 

att PULL 4 concert? It’s leather plus correct tension 
ER iJ 1 gat? 22 ay, that gives him the tone he wants. 

Maa Le fl 3 In power transmission, leather belt 
‘3 NW . £4 » plus tension control is giving industry 

a) Wi . Wea a drive it wants. The “Uni-Pull” drive 
AYO 4 % combines flat leather belting with a 

fe a 7 | RS tension-controlling motor base to keep 
1 13 A) ru As yj é < |~ power in tune. It’s a modern, compact 

a 5 y y. “ oy set-up that handles power as no other 
‘4 Cd t 1) (1) y j | belt drive can. 

an ly 4Yy i | rVYA) y J _ 

/ FLAT Af Yt . 4 A / 4 
j LEATHER “ Vee 

O. f Belt F fi: SS We 
v4 / x : —" ° vy DX ~ 

if C/ = fk Lyne — — j J j & a. Oe as 
— ta PY fies / \N4A 2 7 Ley f A l cir T =) ( ao {fof untrorm uit heros Ly a ‘ 

\ fe i) Ss 
’ \C L 

Aa a 
\ X _— ~ ip TENSION-CONTROLLING 

— Vp € MOTOR BASE | 

a ; 4 A medicasy LEATHER BELTING ~4dsowalion 
if ee mammal Headquarters for Authentic Power Transmission Data’ 

FE UHL PUKE BREE | e “41 PARK ROW, NEW YORK 7, NEW YORK. oa 
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alae | 
ra —- How to improve 

me oe a wood hog’s appetite 
_ BA (4, The wood hog shown here chews up logs for paper 

» a vf oy) ‘ pulp like a giant pencil sharpener. As they chip away 
N f\| J On \ at the logs, the revolving cutter knives impose heavy 

om ahh H shock loads on the bearings. To carry these shock 
SE NERY eee 5 loads, engineers specified that the cutter shaft be 
a a ie see IY Le s-. mounted on Timken® tapered roller bearings. Due 
Rie ma ' “ a bet to the line contact between the rolls and races, 
“F me i - ae Timken bearings have extra load carrying capacity 

EE ge \ fe siti le ihe rea Tee eae 
0 ae fr ME 

Here’s how engineers use 
® 4 

TIMKEN” bearings for heavy vod 
shock loads ( | i 

To give extra support to the wood hog’s main shaft, it |i 

double-row Timken bearings are used. The tapered i Be reac 
construction of the rolls and races enables Timken weezy Weg? HEL 
bearings to carry both radial and thrust loads in any - | 

combination. Shafts are held in rigid alignment, end 
movement eliminated. Because Timken bearings © LL 

permit the use of effective closures, lubricant stays : 

in and dirt and moisture are kept out. 

Want to learn more about 
<= TIMKEN” bearings? 

Co | | i ee Some of the important engineering problems 
eo 2 me you'll face after graduation will involve bearing 
. i = eg FADE Ane 1e6, 06 oak OF applications. If you’d like to learn more about this 

. 1 \ ey os TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS — Phase of engineering, we'll be glad to help. For addi- 
i wy _— tional information about Timken bearings and how 

7 os l= engineers use them, write today to The Timken 
oo Roller Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. And 

don’t forget to clip this page for future reference. 

NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER ©> THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER c= 
of BEARING TAKES RADIAL 4) AND THRUST ~~ LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION WC 
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On the Campus... 
(continued from page 38) Recently the membership of Tri- son will not climb the ladder of suc- 

THETA TAU angle was increased by six new cess to his doom. A pitiful state is 

Theta Tau’s program was high- pledges: William L. Filbey, Kenneth that of the person who is working in 

lighted this semester by: a talk, R. Wright, Richard E. Hayward, a job requiring more ability than he 

“How to Pick Your Job,” presented Jr., Robert J. Roeber, Richard J. possesses. It is this type of person 

by Mr. John Jefferies on September Davies and Harold J. Day. who gets ulcers and a weak heart, 

26; the Founders’ Day banquet, Oc- SAM and leaves this world at an early age. 

i we ce thine Baoan This semester the Society for the Mr. Ells, as did Mr. Borth, also 

tion in Industry”; and “Research in Advancement of Management has heought ont ‘the echnomiea! inkeast 
the Universities, Industry and Gov- been having great success with its ball a ae alt taday'epension oe 

ernment,” presented by Prof. E. M. program. On one occasion a pro- security plans. Eke: advacatedt va 

Larson of the chemistry department gtem was headed by Mr. Borth, ee pian tied. 6 profits of a com: 
oi Nevenber 15. manager of community relations for pany and completely independent of 

The present officers of Theta Tau the General Electtic Co. Me; Borth thesartual. pay wage The Pay eo 

are: Joe Vinette, regent; Dick Priem, commented on the need of inform- should be eleseamninsst a esi rom 

vice regent; Mark Wallesz, scribe; ing \every: person. associated with a the variables of ability, pro hols ae 

Ferd Anderholm, treasurer; Ed company as to the conditions and es apply aad iran i i. 
Baugh, cores. sextetatys Chick Pitt, circumstances which arise affecting independent pension plan t «wor - 

historian; Clyde Plaskett, marshal; the status of the company. is will be able fo on " een mmneny 

Dave Sawle, inner guard; and Hil- He cited the policy of G.E. in mage “guarantee. any given sun, : 

bert Teske, outer guard. regards to negotiations for con- must necessarily place that sum at a 

TRIANGLE teaets: A day by day account of the value conforming with the ability of 

The members of Triangle frater- proceedings is sent of posted to all the company to pay during its poor- 

nity have started the new year with employees and ocrasionally a8 fxn est years. To do otherwise would 

their usually large stack of text sent fo the housewife. Ma. Borth put the security of the company it- 
books, the contents of which have also cited the efforts of his company self in jeopardy. 

by now been whittled down consid- 2 teach the workers and the come ; 
eeablp. This does noe meat that te muhity people the basic, unbiased Mr. Ells greatest stress owas on 

members have kept their noses in principles of economics; for when obtaining the right job, a job that 

theit books continuously, for the so- these principles are understood by you will enjoy, a job with people 
cial and athletic season has been a the people, then the people will ac- you will like, and in a town that you 

aay oHe. cept as fair and necessary some of like. When you find such a job, you 

Shortly after school started, a the decisions made by management. will naturally climb the ladder to 

rushing smoker was held and was Ona later date, October 26, Mr. your capable level because of sincere 

well attended by a group of new Ralph Ells, management consultant, ea 

engineers. Prof. Benjamin Elliott of presently working for the Allen An even later meeting was held 

the mechanical engineering depart- Bradley Co., discussed the field of by the SAM in the Old Madison 

ment was the main guest. The eve- job evaluation in its relationship to room of the Union on November 9. 
ning was rounded out with refresh- a student graduating from college. A variety show followed a dinner, 

ments and singing. His ideas were presented in such an and after the entertainment, Mr. 

There has been a series of house interesting fashion that he was con- George Johnson, president of Gish- 

parties following some of the home sidered by all to be one of the best olt, discussed the industrial condi- 
football games, climaxed by the speakers heard by the group. Mr. tions of Europe. His talk brought 

party following the Homecoming Ells brought out the very strong out the necessity of making Europe 

game. The Homecoming party was point that students think a college an industrial producer again—par- 

put on by pledges: Harry Bridwell, degree gives them the right to a ticularly Germany, for most of the 

Ned Breuer, Robert Gramoll, Ray- good job, whereas ability and true know-how lies with them. He also 

mond Greisback and John Middle- knowledge are the necessary traits pointed out that it may be necessary 

ton. It was a great success and was for business success and do not nec- to hurt, at least a little, a few small 

well attended by alumni and guests. essarily go with the sheep skin. He industries here in the States if the 

Chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. Paul pointed out the necessity of deter- trade balance for this country is to 

J. Grogan. Mr. Grogan is an in- mining the true capacities and. moti- be brought within economically 

structor in the M.E. department. vations of a person so that that per- sound limits. 
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‘ae TY “a _ Kodals 
S oe ff by: y\ ~~ a ‘4 — >», TRADE-MARK 

=. _ es oe — ® poo yey, gS Pp, | : at oe fe ee | ai 8 LSI EES a 
4, PS oe G A alld BNL LIES 
pe ee — . | Ree / Sx SEG BE yh eo 

" Scere Ge, ees IN TCE g 
iat N GT i GI 

; eel 4 
IT HELPS IMPROVE PRODUCTS— High speed movies provide a IT COPIES DATA IN SECONDS—Engineering drawings, shop orders, gh sp P 8 fg gs, shop 
record of motion far too fast to see. With the Kodak High Speed specifications, records, and letters of all kinds can be copied fast, and 

Camera, a second becomes three minutes, so you can see and with utmost accuracy. Photocopying with Kodagraph Papers, Cloths, and 

analyze rapid movement—spot faulty action and points of ex- Film saves time, protects originals from wear and tear—even permits 
cessive wear—see ways to make a better product. producing clean, legible copies from faded or worn material. 

ERE YOU SEE a few examples of how the speed of photog- 
raphy serves industry. In addition, its accuracy is used 5 PP) ) ) 

S$ in copying drawings, documents, and data of all kinds. Its 

MNS LOYY ability to reduce can put records on microfilm and save 98% 

ah ) of filing space, 

These and the other unique qualities of photography are 
O helping cut costs, improve products, speed production, and 

S TZ stimulate sales. If you would like to know more about how it 
Ye could serve you, write for literature or for specific information 

Q S which may be helpful to you. Eastman Kodak Company, 

S aN ysines Rochester 4, N. Y. 

TOs k FUNCTIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
: —serves industrial, commercial, scientific progress 

IT ANALYZES CHEMICALS IN A FLASH—Spectrography with IT RECORDS THE FLICK OF INSTRUMENTS—The swift swing of the 
Kodak Spectrum Analysis Film and Plates quickly determines galvanometer mirror or cathode-ray tube beam is not too fast for photog- 

the composition of almost all materials. It provides a means to raphy. Readings of these instruments are quickly recorded on Kodak 

make frequent production-line analyses. It can maintain a Linagraph Films and Papers so that they can be studied and full advan- 
check on specifications and speed up output. tage taken of the facts that they reveal. 
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' . . . wee H ...@ great name in research with a big future in CHEMISTRY 

_ ingredient is modified at tire molders. Silicone resins promise to 
. Waterford through a make possible paints and finishes of ex- 

UNIQUE PLANT PRODUCES complex series of pipes, ceptional durability. Another product 
tanks, stills, and reactors 3 é oo ; 

G-E SILICONES FOR INDU T nearly automatic pro: on Lee 5 duction system. en agit ‘ 

The most amazing = IK) eed Cae, | 
; On the outskirts of the little town of property of silicones is that, like quartz, Af er ae Pet on ‘ 

Waterford, N. Y. is one of the most un- they are relatively unaffected by heat, fle eiine ee 
usual plants in the world. cold, water, chemicals, and weather. But ca oe ~ en | be 

instead of being rigid, like quartz, sili- oe = . hn _ a v si 
] : cones are flexible—they may’ take any Ee . Le 

form from liquid to solid! This flexibil- i r @ _ AS 
: ity permits them to be used in many ba er ee - : : 

a Ye — <<“ Cc_” ae Sen .  0lCG LR eee i 
on ee _.. 2 oi  —_- of G-E silicone research js called DRI- : 4 . — — FILM*—water repellents that can be 
New Waterford plant works night and day to oe (2 ~~ used On eee of materials. , : 
produce silicones,  fi4 v : _ - Put Waterford-on Map 

Where other new industrial structures — | ‘ ~ fs You'll Bg hearing a Jot about GE sili- > § 
may be impressive because of their ee ' _— xf cones, They're really going to put that 
physical size or tremendous productive 4. _ <= L little town of ‘Waterford on the map. es 
capacity, the Waterford Works of Gen- siecus caniete addonew zipte U's. Reval _ OF course, silicones are obly one of Chi 
eral Electric is of interest because of the golf. balls; 4 25) M0 € a the products produced: ‘by the yarious 

mee ; divisions of the General Electric Chemi- 
a ee Y places where rigid materials.with similar _ cal Department. It also manufactures — Lica % { 7 properties could not serve. |. Glyptal* alkyd resins, insulating mate- i ak oy eg 4 8 . The finished silicone products are al- rials, permanent magnets, plastics mold- : , 8 4 Lee = ready being widely applied in industry, ing compounds, and is responsible for 
Ve rN re |. andnew uses are constantly being found the plastics molding operations that re ee i Y for them. Silicone rubber is being used have made G. E. one of the world’s = Te . _ forheat-resistant gaskets for aireraft and largest plastics manufacturers. For more> cee ee S & 7 diesel enginés, oven doors, and labora- information, write to the Chemical De- 
% Lis Se ae i tory equipment. Silicone oils) are excel- partment, General Electric Company, — roe 7 7 o lent mold release agents for rubber and _ Pittsfield, Massachusetts. ; : Po ee - i aie : x 

Silicone oils are excellent mold release agents. ei A’ message vy students of chemistry and ac : , 
chemical engineering from 3 hi 5 

rare nature of the materials being pro- J. L. McMURPHY : - i a eas 
duced there, and because of the new Manager, Chemicals Division, G-E Chemical Department _-— a Re, 
chemical processes inyolved in their “The new world of organo-silicon chemistry is a fascinating = _ , & manufacture, one—and one which promises an interesting future for a i ot a young man who wants to make chemistry his career. We A tnt i, Silicones from Sand at General Electric are expanding our silicone research and ’ 8 é 
The primary raw material from which. «|, Production to meet industry’s growing need for silicones.” aed : 

" silicones are derived is sand. This basic tea? be ¥ ‘ t ' 

PLASTICS @ SILICONES @. INSULATING MATERIALS @ GLYPTAL ALKYD RESINS @ PERMANENT MAGNETS. 
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